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ABSTRÀCT

rUIn herself complete': The Gendering of ldentity in

Paradise Lost" follows a vein of counter-patriarchal material in

the sevenEeenth-century canonic work. MilEon's epic poem has been

extensively analyzed. in terms of the generic material it combines

and its manifest att,it,ude towards vtomen. But Kristeva's

psychoanalytic theories can help to probe the trunconscious" of

this t,ext.

ilust as Kristeva complicated Freud's thetic crisis in which

symbolic identity is formed, the identities of Adam and Eve are

shown to be produced noE in the singular cataclysm of the FaII,

but through a receding series of abjecE,ions: consolidations of

t,he self by way of e>çelling a residuum of an Other.

Similarly, Kristeva's ident,ification in language of a

semiot,ic disposition, "forged in the maternal, " which upturned

Lacan's distinction between maE.ernal chaos and the fat,her's

entrainment of signification, lends insight into the faculties

which Adam and Eve bring to bear on signifícation. Eve, who

acknowledges the semiotic basis in her language, is seen to have

Ehe greater ability Eo innovate her sociolect and overcome

alienation, tapping into t,he rtrevolutionaryil potential in
language. Adam, on the other hand, d.emonstrates more of the

repressive mannerÍsms of patriarchal culture

Final1y, however, the reader's outlook on gender dífferences

in Parad.ise Lost might be mediated by Krist,eva's measures tro

dismant,le gender oppositions entirely.
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Introduction

Paradise Lost has yet to be read in the right of several

psychoanalytic tools which Julia Krísteva has introduced to the

fierd of literary studies. The radicar bent of a rerigíous and

political revolutionary--a "radical Protestant heretic" as well
as a "propagandist of revorution, a defender of regicide" (Hirl
3,1) as Christopher Hill has described him--might even be

extended in terms of a contemporary theorist who has concentrated

on the revolutionary potentíal of language. Kristeva resembles

Mirton in her ambition to deverop a broadry-based "herethiÇlüêr "

both an ethics of the interior psyche and a poritics of sociar
Iife. She has, moreover, sought to collapse the difference
between these two spheres; as Marityn Ederstein has pointed out,
for Kristeva, "Politics can also become a continuation of ethics
in a broader public arena. Just as serf and other are always in
diarogic relation, so are ethics and poritics" (Ederstein 206).

one might consider how valid it is to appry the moders of
contemporary psychoanalytic theorists to a seventeenth-century

text. After aII, as John Guillory has argued, ,'In Milton as

in his contemporaries, there is no psychorogy of the sexes, in
the strict sense of a psychorogicar discourse" (7]-). But the

determination of psychoanalytical concepts works backwards as

werr as forwards. The lineage of psychorogy draws on the wealth

of t¡Jestern thought and ideorogy: both Milton and psychoanalysis

draw on the same body of classical and religious figures. Even more



particularly, Mark Edmundson has shown how Freud was reading
Milton around the time he was constructing his theory of the
narcissistic crisis. Joan Ma11ory webber points out, moreover,

that the time in which Milt.on wrot.e was significant.ly preparatory

of our own set of issues:

He himself was among' those who first saw and helped
define the problems of our age He does not
represent an unf'^¡ary part of our culture, âs many unwary
readers suppose. He anticipates our whole culture, with
all its self-defeating conflicts yet he speaks from
a t.ime that is itself a most, unclear, ungainly, and
mut.ilated mixLure of ancient. and. modern r¡rays. (Webber
4l

At t.he beginning of the enlightenment which would ult.imately
sanct,ify the individuar as it standardízes him for the sake of
scientific rigour and orderly consumpLion; which would

proriferate the reach of bourgeois democracy more slowly only
t.han it ent.renched it.s xenophobic superstit.ions, Milton wrote.

Our parLicul-ar form of our' engagement wit,h the ot,her is laid out

in Milton's t,ime in terms of t.he same double binds and t.hwarted

int,ent.ions that we are now, through critics like Kristeva,
att,empt,ing to geL a conscious hol-d on.

One of the main issues of t.his problematic relationship with
the other concerns gender: the relation of male hegemony to the

suppressed feminine. This thesis is driven by t.he belief that
within the "mutilated mixture', to which lVebber refers, Lhere is
quite an unexpecLed ingredient Lo be found--an ingredient which

we consíder to be modern, but which is in fact ancient, and. can

be drawn out through psychoanalysis. This ingredient--one might

call it t,he ant.i-ploE of west.ern civilizaL.ion--is a persistent



no'ion of female excel]ence and power, subversiveness and extremeoriginality. critics have 10ng inquired int.o the final meaning ofMil-ton,s depicLion of Eve, generally arriving at a state ofindividual or coj_lective bafflement. Mary Wollstonecraft., whofirst wroLe that Milton,s Eve was ,,one of Lhe masculine
stereotypes of femal_e naLure, ,, later qualified her view t.o saythat "Milt,on,s attitude Lo Eve is full of paradoxes,, (WiLtreich 3)fn the twentieth century, for every criLical survey whichhas indicted Milton on charges of misogryny__like those of Gilbert

and Gubar's harrowing survey of demonic female image paL.erns__
there has been another to vindicaLe him. some, like those ofBarbara Lewarski and .Toseph wittreich, have brought out Mi1¡on,srevolutionary politics to show how he was an emancipatory
humanist with respect to women. Others, like Mary Nyquist, have
endeavoured to show how masculinist readings of pagedise r,osgsince its writing have corrupted our view of iL. These historicalrevisionists have, in turn, been opposed by other critics, suchas Marilyn R' Farwell, Richard corum and,John Gui110ry, who have
endeavoured to show how Mi'ton,s portrait of women,s issues fromconstricLive ideol0gical frameworks of the seventeenth century,
would r-imit woman's "€QUali¡y" to a very particular function in aheterosexual syst.em defined by males.

This thesis proposes thatr even within an overwhermingry
patriarcha1culLurewhichisref1ectedin@-regloI].ê

might discover a narrative tendency to undermine the tradit.ional



version of an erring Eve who ends "submiss". Richard corum has

suggested that within Paradise Lost, "Eve, in short, is a rival
source, a store of natural and maternal attributes and qualities
that are unwanted and unval-ued in heaven, attributes and

qualities for which there are no ideas in God,s head.,, (,'Milton,,

1_39 ) .

This potential counter-plot ín Paradise Lost emerges from

out of a close examination of the formation of Eve's and Adam's

gender identities and the deveropment and evorution of their
signifying practices. In brief, Kristevan theories offer a

corrective to the patriarchalism which is the most obvious and

available ideology informing Paradise Lost, illuminating a

female-driven campaign towards its subversion. Kristeva,s
Bakhtinian theories of the ambiguity of poetic language alrow

this text to have enfolded within itself a lining of autonomous

femare power. Her psychoanaryticar theories give the means of
revealing this lining. As Kristeva has shown, woman in the

l¡Iestern tradition is, and has long been, both abject and

fabulous, and for this reason Eve constantry evades both the

strictures of her circumstances and of the very text.
Kelly O1iver has concisel-y sunmarized Kristeva's diverse

contribution to femÍnist thought, suggesting that "three of the

discourses with which Kristeva attempts to break down identity
and rink negativity with ethics are poetic language, maternity,
and psychoanarysis" (oriver 1-81). rn the first prace, Kristeva
delved into the newry emerging ringuistics of poetic language in



the 1960s, theorizíng how an enhanced role for language,s

materiality had a special rol-e to play in giving poetry

subversive and innovative capacities, coining the term "semiotic"
to denotate this uncanny component.

She linked this semiotic element, moreover, to the mot.her's

function in forming the linguistic apparatus. The mother,s role
in language formation, excl-uded from Lacan's semiotic reading of
Freud, becomes, in Kristeva's semiot,ics, both primary and

preparatory to the father's role, which Lacan had made the

boundary of t.he Symbolic order. The mother's legacy to language

formation is never really superceded, bestowing an aspect of

signification which "is definitely heterogeneous to meaning but

always in sight of it or in either a negat.ive or surplus

relationship to iL" (Desire 1-33) .

Finally, KrisLeva's increasing int.erest. in psychoanalysis

fleshes out the function of maternality as more broadly located

within a larger question of Lhe place of the feminine in general

within subject formation. Because of the way the Western subject

is construcLed, Krist.eva shows, femininity is profoundly invested

with the abject. By t.his term Kristeva communicates a vast array

of phenomena exemplifying the fear of and attempt to tame

"otherness" in identity and culture, which includes religious

taboos, fet.ishes and phobias, and even art itself.
In order to explain how such a radically subversive

possibility might exist within an osLensibly patriarchal Lext,

Kristeva's term of intertextuality must be invoked: a Bakhtinian



concept describing the indeterminacy resulting from the

embeddedness of a literary work's language in pre-existent sign

systems (Revolution 59-60). The theory of intertextuality
suggests that, because líterature doesn't invent discourses but

rather is always engaged in an effort of borrowing, juxtaposing

and re-inventing them, whatever ungainliness and "mutilated
mixture" persísts in Paradise Lost would indicate not only the

conditions of ideological crisis of a certain time¡ âs trJebber

suggests, but a crj-sis always present in writing.
Many critics have observed that Milton's great dramatic

style involved engaging different genres and traditions:
juxtaposing and throwing multitudes of voices into contest. But

whire critics have explored how the style alters through the

course of Paradise Lost, drawing on different rhetorical
traditions and registers, they have generally shunned Kristeva's
notion of intertextuality. Barbara Lewalski declares baldly at
the beginning of her book The Rhetoric of Literarv Forms, that
she does not "employ the contemporary vocabulary of
intertextuality" (7) because she does not want to farl prey to
its insinuations of unconscious or materially-determined

activity. Rather, she wants to stress the "great care and

deriberateness" with which Mirton patched together riterary
genres, for the reason that "only through such forms, which

embody the shared imaginative experience of man and r^roman, can

the Bard realize and articulate his own vision of the truth of
things" (17).



Lewalski's quarrel with a Bakhtinian practice of criticism
illumínates what míght be valuable in it. Lewalski's ascription
of a monorithic "vísion of the truth of things" to Milton is
precisely the sort of response to Iiterature which Kristeva's
critical theory encourages readers to complicate. The very

conditions of language which Kristeva explores lead to a sense of
the uncontrorrability of ranguage to invoke perfectry any such

version of the truth. Kristeva proposes a literary analysis that
transcends categories of binary rogic such as truth/farsehood,
calling instead for

A literary semiotics (to) be developed on the basis of
a poetic logic where the concept of the por+er of the
continuum would embody the 0-2 interval, a continuity
where 0 denotes and 1 is implicitly transgressed.
(Desire 70)

As John Lechte points out in his survey of Kristeva, her

enterprise is extensively concerned with the dead-endedness of
the binary configuration, given the problem (summarized by Anne

Macleod), that "the operations of patriarchy are such that it
simpry cannot be opposed because arl oppositions arready belong

to it" (Lechte 206). She thus exhorts us to break up patriarchal
opposÍtions by preferring graduated readings of transitions to
absolute ones, and spectrums of differences to binary
oppositions.

One graduated transítion with which paradise Lost is
centrally concerned is that from a prelapsarian to a

postlapsarian condition. Dennis Danierson and others have

observed that Paradise Lost offers an incremental or "minimal-ist"



version of the FaIl--a building up of negative circumstances as

opposed to an instantaneous absolute decline. Other critics who

have read Milton's version of the fall as minimatist include
Diane Mccolley and catherine Gimelri Martin, who see in the
rerations between Adam and Eve reading up to the Farr arl the
emotional subtleties and dÍlemmas which preclude any absolute
difference between the fallen and unfallen couple. Stanley Fish
teases his reader with a minimalist reading of the Farr in
Paradise Lost, suggesting that in Mirton "There is no cause of
the FaI1, merery an ever-expanding description of what is
comptehended in the act" (248) - However, he ad.vances this reading
only to withdraw it as itself a fallen reading, retreating to the
patriarchal, legislative understanding of God. which paradise Lost

both holds out and complicates

rn chapter one, r wirr show how Kristeva's revision of
Freud's oedipal crisis as a graduated rather than absolute
transition reproduces the trajectory of the Farr in paradise

Lost. Freud's description of the devetopment of an identity in
terms of a symbolically structured ego has been observed by Mark

Edmundson as being ratent in the text of paradise Lost. But in
contrast with Freud's one-off "oedipal crisis" which results in a

child leaving the sphere of the mother and instaneously attaining
language, Kristeva sees the deveropment of identities as an

incremental process of abjections. This reading wiIl show how the
continuum of abjections by which Eve and. Adam begin as one flesh
and become two is a burgeoning source of the pain as welr as



potentiar which both culminate in the farl. The transitions
between love and abjection in both Adam and Eve become all the

more meaningfur given a cosmorogy in which God is engaged in an

equivalent struggle to recLaim and embrace his abjected "other".
Chapter Two will shed light on how the styles which Milton's

differently-gendered characters use to express yield to, and al-so

yield, some of the insights Kristeva disclosed about poetic
ranguage in Desire in Language. Entzminger has suggested that
"the expressiveness of Edenic speech requires a poetic rather
than a phirosophicar ranguage" (Entzminger 28). As Kristeva has

explained, poetry requires both semiotic and symbolic components,

and the various characters are more and ress successfur at
poetry' depending on how weII they are balancing these elements.

Reading Eve through Kristeva reveals how she, âs the sole
representative of the maternal legacy, is the one who more

prominently integrates in her language its semiotic disposition--
the diffuse types of biorogicar meaning conveyed through sound

and rhythm; she is, meanwhile, also more susceptibte to its
seductions. The speeches of satan, Raphael--and occasionarry

those of Adam--are¡ orl the other hand, efforts to entrench power

relations by closing their language off to the semiotic's
insertions of heterogeneity and otherness. rn the end, it is
Eve's peripherar relationship to the symbolic which gives her a

greater facility to restore to language the vital communicative

capacity which it has rost: the diarogicar receptiveness to
receive the meanings of the other and to be modified by them.

9



Genderr wê must infer, plays a huge part in paradise Lost in
determining the various roles and positions which the various
characters can occupy, their limitations and their
potentialities. However, in the end Kristeva,s theories put to
question the very nature of gender, submitting it to the same

deconstruction that it applies to other binaries. Lechte has

exprained that "Kristeva's 'third way' wourd see the 'very
dichotomy man/woman as belonging to metaphysics, and, in
particular, wourd advocate 'aesthetic practices' which explore,
and also construct, the singularity of every speaking being"
(Lechte 207).

Even a cursory reading of the reception of paradise Lost

suggests that a sense of rigid gender determination in the poem

has served the interests of the culture which has canonized

Mirton. And yetr however rigorousry these moders of gender

identity and gendered signification might be appried in any

reading of the poem, they are present only to be collapsed into
each other, innovativery remixed to produce subtrer, more

cororfur tapestries of subject identity and expression which

might help to revolutionize our or¡rn social practices.
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Chapter 1: Abjection and the Formation of ldentity

one way of reading the gendering of identity in paradise

Lost is to explore the relevance of Julia Kristeva's thesis of
abjection as the foundation of identity in Eden. Arthough the
garden has been construed in mainstream Judeo-christian
orthodoxies as a setting of hypothetical purity, this hypothesis
turns out to be overwhermed in Mirton's version by a comprexly
graded flux of relative and relational- values, whichr âs Kristeva
shows, is the onry mílieu in which identity courd be created.
The signifying subject can define his or her serf only through a
process of excluding everything which is other, both within and

without: "The abject has onty one quality of the object--that of
being opposed to r" (Kristeva, powers 1). pursuing this process

leads ultimately to a disclosure of the fundamental- absence of a

positive identity, of having been produced through

differentiation arone: "The abjection of self would be the
culminating form of that experience of the subject to which it is
revealed that all its objects are based merely on the inaugural
,zoss that laid the foundations of its own being" (powers 5).

Even in such doctrinal texts as the OId Testament, Kristeva
finds telling evidence of a basic psychorogicar process at work

in curtural prescriptions and taboos, incruding dietary raws,

which are meant to secure the symboric subject and to save it
from self-abjection. She suggests that the main function of such

scriptural laws is to define and. defend the centrally located
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subject (mare, hrman, riving) against art of the other categories

that cluster threateningly around the boundaries of its identity.
For instance, Kristeva points out how the biblical story of

the Fall depends upon a threatening disruption of such

categories: "it is a feminine and animal temptation that is
concealed under the first dietary trespass" (Powers 96). For, as

Kristeva points out, "when food appears as a porruting object, it
does so as oral object only to the extent that orality signifies
a boundary of the clean and proper body" (75). Likewise, Regina

M. Schwartz has discussed how totems of evil in Milton's
depiction of Eden tend to correspond to prohibited dietary
substances and other "hybrids and confusions" (schwartz L4),

which reiterate Kristeva's category of the abject: whatever

threatens subject identity, both on an atomistic and a col-lective
level, by not "respectIing] borders, positions, rules. The in-
between, the ambiguous, the composite" (powers 4). For it is "not
lack of cleanliness or hearth that causes abjection but what

disturbs identity, system, order" (4).
As a dialectic deveropment, New Testament sin becomes a

matter of conscious self-abjection, without reference to an

other: it is "an interiorization of abjection" (powers L13), a

"law" written in the heart rather than a taboo imposed from

without, creating "a new arrangement of differences... whose

economy will regulate a wholIy different system of meaningr, hence

a wholry different speaking subject" (1-1-3). For sin, once it
becomes an interior register, is no longer defined and delimited
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by an exterior register of law; it is the "speaking" subject who

henceforth produces an inward consciousness of sin, a speaking

conscience kept in constant production and balance, which is
"coexistent with the very act of signification" (L26). The sense

of Ínaugural loss, which first created the difference between

"the f lesh and the larar, " is henceforth mediated by a concept of
sin which is self-abjecting. Such "abjection is no longer

exterior. It is permanent and comes from within. Threatening, it
is not cut off but is reabsorbed into speech. Unacceptable, it
endures through the subjection to God of a speaking being who is
innerly dívided and, precisely through speech, does not cease

purging himself of it" (1-1-3).

Kristeva finds, however, that according to all primary

Judeo-Christian literature, including the New Testament, the Falt
preceded the law which produced this interiority:

Paul, who was the first to set forth a coherent
doctrine of sin as lust and separation from God, seems
to distinguish sin from Adam's transgression (see
Romans 5:1-2-2L). I¡las he held back by the paradox of the
primitive human condition, as it has just become
manifest to us in the narrative concerning Adam? Or by
the fully logical conception of that downfall according
to the Bible, distinct from abomination? Or is it
because there can be no remission for the original
misdeed, because no biblical grace has been promised?
Christian doctrine, to the contrary, carries the
ambiguity to the point of defining sin through its
possible remission: 'rFor until the law sin was in the
world: but sin is not imputed when there is no law"
(Romans 5:l-3) and "Moreover the law entered, that the
offence might abound. But where sin abounded, grace did
much more abound" (Romans 5:20). (Powers L28)

If sin precedes the Law, it cannot be defined and delimited by

taboo or prescription; rather, it is defined by the possibility
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of its remission, or cancellation. But. such a state of sin, even

in Christian teaching on t.he FalI, becomes an absolute transition
in the manner of the Old Testament: a "diabolical otherness in
relation to t.he divine', (powers 1,27) .

This concept of an absolute transition from purity to
impurity, from innocence to sinfulness, on which Kristeva's
hypothesis of fall-enness depends, is typical of most, but not all,
Christian wriLers' considerations of t.he fall. Such an absolute
Lransition between the pre- and posL-lapsarian condit,ions suggests,
according to Dennis Danielson, a "maximal-ist" theology of the fa11,
wherein what had been utterly good was corrupted into what was

utt,erly bad. "AugrusLine's presentation of life before the Fall
emphasizes man's inexcusability by exalting, as wíl_1iams says, the
perfecLion of t,hat prelapsarian state" (Danielson L66). conversery,

"we can by and large distinguish Augustine's approach to theodicy
and the FaIl, which has been the predominant one in the history of
christianity, from a view of the Fall expressed by some early
Greek fathers, which emphasized not so much Adam,s original
righteousness and perfecLion as the potential with which he was

endowed" (167). rn brief , Adam and Eve were ,'creaLed. in a state
of infancy" (L7!), and so faced natural- evils, intended., ês

rrenaeus said, "for the benefit of t.hat human nature which is
saved, ripening for immort,al-ity that which is [possessed] of its
own free will and its own power" (cited in Danielson 16g).
According to this ,,minimal_,' view of the Fall, ,'Lhe existence of
evil, part,icularly natural evil" (16g), cannot be explained as a
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consequence of the FaIl but as a pre-condition of creation, given

the instrumentality of evil in "ripening" the immature soul for
ultimate perfection.

Danielson is at pains to demonstrate Milton's d.epend.ence on

the "minimalist" position from as early on as his civil-war
pamphlet, Areopagitica (L72-77). To his analysis of Milton's
participation in a theology of "souf-making" should be added

Milton's crucial view of post-lapsarian existence in
Areopaqitica:

Good and evil we know in the field of this world grow
up together almost inseparably; and the knowledge of
good is so involved and interwoven wÍth the knowledge
of evil, and in so many cunning resemblances hardly to
be discerned, that those confused seeds which were
imposed on Psyche as an incessant rabor to cull out andsort asunder, were not mone intermixed Assuredry we
bring not innocence into the wor1d, we bring impurity
much ratheri that which purifies us is trial, and. trial
is by what is contrary. (Hughes 728)

Milton's emphasis on sorting "those confused seeds" of psyche

clearly transposes the territory of transgrressionr âs well as the
process of purification, inward toward spiritual refinement by

spirÍtua1 testing. That.this is a result of the FalI is evident
from the context: "rt was from out the rind of one apple tested,
that the knowredge of good and evir, as two twins creaving
together, reaped forth into the world. And perhaps this is that
doom which Adam fe]l into of knowing good and evil, that is to
sêy, of knowing good by evil" (Hughes 7zB). But what if this were

also the condition of original innocence in Eden? hJhat if this
were "that doom" of the speaking subject from the moment of
creation?
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Milton does not go quite as far in Areopaqitica as he might
twenty years later in Paradise Lost in portraying the Falr as

only the first stage in the drama of purification by triar. rn
the rater work, he comes even closer to Kristeva's notion of
subjectified sin, and therefore her own psychoanaryticar

descriptions of the dynamics of subject formation. certainly,
much of the interest and richness of Parad.ise Lost depend on the
exj-stence of human interiority in nascent forms in the garden.

rf Adam and Eve are not static objects of representation, but
trury signifying subjects, then they are perpetrators not of an

absorute transgression, but of a subjective d.islocation--one of
many self-abjections transpiring in Eden as Adam and Eve attempt
to define their identities against the abyss of inaugural loss.
Each is a stray, which Kristeva describes as the subject and

creator of the abject: "A deviser of territories, ranguages,

works, the deject never stops demarcating his universe whose

fluid confines--for they are constituted of a non-object, the
abject--constantry question his soridity and imper him to start
afresh" (Powers B). Thus the "femininity-desire-food-abjection
series, " which Kristeva identifies as a cruster of semiotic
elements which determine the abject with a certain immanence in
biblicar texts, appears to be not at arl immanent ín Mirton's
version of the falI, but rather a production simultaneous with
human development and the fatl itself.

rn Paradise Lost, abjection, sin, and subjectivity colrect
around each other at a series of ever-receding points. so,
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according to Krist.eva, Lhe distinctions of inner and outer which

are forged in the materna] era of narcissism and which produce

the mysterious taboos and instinctive revulsions of the abjec¡,
preced.e t.he intelligibiliLy of language, ,,in that anteriority to
language lwhere] the non-distinctiveness of inside and

outside would thus be unnameable" (powers 61). Something like
this indefinit.eness seems to be evoked when Eve informs Sat,an in
the scene of her t,empt,ation that. the commandment against eating
the apple was l-eft behind as the',sole daughter of God,s voice,,
(9.654). Her words suggest. that this ambiguous prohibition is
ent.irely different from the symbolic legality by which the

Edenites govern themsel-ves: "Law to ourselves, our Reason is our
Law" (9 . 655 ) .

rf the same lack which characterized the prelapsarian

condiLion inspired its transgression, it would seem to fol_Iow

that the conditions of creation set up changes that had, finally
to be made, and challenges to ident.ity that had, ultimately, to
be met,. rt. would seem to foIlow, that. is, t,hat these condit.ions
wourd be bet,ter advanced through the greatest of risks and

st,akes. Kristeva explains how in a paradigim of the always-

already-fallen, each subsequent fall involves a sophisitication
of the gradations of interior het,erogeneity, necessitating that
"abjection lwould] not be designated as such, that, is, as other,
as something to be ejected, or separated, but as the.most
propitious place for communication--as the point where t,he scales
are tipped t,owards pure spirituality" (powers 1,27) .
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rt is possibre to anticipate, finalry, in such a reading of
Paradise Lost, why the fall may indeed have been fortunate.

Just Opposite, A Shape

The Narcissus story, which underries Eve's awakening by the
poor, is itself one of the embrematic plots of serf-abjection.
The plot of the Narcissus story, in both its mythological and its
Edenic versions, proclaims how the subject, in an Ínstant of
conversion to the symbolical, patriarchal regime, leaves behind a

state of rapt merging with the mother in order to assume an

initiatory relationship with the other. It is no accid.ent that
Milton's story of Eve at the pond seems psychoanalytical. Mark

Edmundsonr, reading Mirton's Narcissus myth onto Freud's on

Narcissism, provides evidence that Freud had been reading Milton
shortly before he related his narcissist story of ego-

development. Contrary to Freud, however, Kristeva sees this event
of defining the serf and turning to the other as requiring
multiple stages of abjection, some of which are initiated by the
mother herself: "Do we not find, in the very process that
constitutes the mother as other, a series of semÍ-objects that
stake out the transition from a state of indifferentiation to one

of discretion (subject/object)?" (powers 32). Eve's experience at
the pond similarly breaks up into a number of distinct stages, in
which there appears to be more ambiguity than has been exposed

through a circular application of Freud onto his supposed source.

Kristeva, true to her assertion that the maternal cannot be
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symborized, seems arways to encircre the state of primary

narcissism with her words, and never to actuarly enter it.
Instead, she outlines its conditions: how, because the outside or

object has not been constituted, neither is the sel_f:

"the ego of primary narcissism is thus uncertain, fragile,
threatened" (Powers 62). rn her serf-discovery at the pond, Eve

similarly exists momentarily without a name, without a relation,
and experiences the flux of impossible impulses involved in the

schism of the individuar: "r first awak't, and found myself

repos'd/under a shade on frow'rs, much wond'ring where/And what r
was, whence thither brought, and how" (4.450-2).

Eve next rel-ates how she perceived

Not distant far from thence a murmuring sound
Of waters issu'd from a Cave and spread
Into a liquid Plain, then stood unmov'd
Pure as th'expanse of Heav'n. (4.453-6)

Edmundson suggests that this murmuring sound of waters she heard

and saw was the rippling medium of the maternal origin. rt is
Kristeva's thesis that in this flux of undifferentiated drives,
which she carl-s the chora of drives, ot, speaking diachronicarly,
the semiotic era, the structures for subject formation are laid.
They have, however, no precision to their objects, but rather
simply begin to divide what is at hand into me and not-me. Eve

features, in this episode, a characteristicarly semiotic,
synesthesic confusion about her surround.ings. She is subjected,

as Kristeva's model- would predict, "to spatiar ambivalence

( inside/outside uncertainty) and to ambiguity of perception
(pleasure /pain)" (Powers 62), as she proceeds with
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"unexperíenc't thought, and raid me downlon the green bank, to
look into the crear/smooth Lake, that to me seem'd another sky"

(4.450-461). rn this semiotic stager ês "the subject is both
generated and negated, " Eve is abre to recognize an other--only
she confuses it with herself: "As r bent down to look, just
oppositer,/A shape within the wat'ry gream appear'd" ( 4.460-1) .

The image of herserf becomes the object of her desire, as she

finds herself, as Kristeva wourd sây, furry at home within "the
archaic dyad the non-separation of subject/object" (58).

Eve confesses how there she would have remained, but for a

voice, which, ín Edmundson's words, "insinuates itself into the
scene of mirrorings" (Edmundson 60) and "dissolves Eve's serf-
infatuation" (63): "hlhat there thou seest fair creature is
thyserf/hlith thee it came and goes" (4.468-9). Forrowing Freud,

Edmundson suggests that this signar hearkens from a "paternal
commanding voice. " According to Kristeva, however, the voice
which establishes the preliminary division between the self and

the other--the voice of primal repression--is a maternar voice.
For there is stíII an intermediate phase, one in which the mother

has her pre-linguistic registative function, that of primar

repression, in which are raid down the boundaries of one's

"proper body": "Througrh frustrations and prohibitions, this
authority shapes the body into a territory having areas,

orifices, points and lines, surfaces and holrows" (powers 72). As

Kristeva exprains, this direction from a maternar authority
amounts to the first abjection in a personal history, "our
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earliest attempts to release the hold of materna-Z entity even

before ex-isting outside of her, thanks to the autonomy of
Ianguage" (Powers 13). For "Maternal authority is the trustee of
that mapping of the seLf's clean and proper body; it is
distinguished from paternal laws within whÍch, with the phallic
phase and the acquisition of ranguage, the destiny of man wirl
take shape" (Powers 72).

A voice which is commonry assumed to represent "paternar
Iaw" proceeds to draw Eve out of her narcissism, into love with a

mare other: "r will bring thee where no shadow stays,/Thy coming,

and thy soft ímbraces, hee/tdhose image thou art, him thou shalt
enjoy" (4.470-72). Edmundson rerates this event to Freud's
oedipal moment, involving "the dissolution of primary narcissism
and the subsequent internalization of authority" (Edmund.son 63).
Edmundson's reading of Milton through Freud evidently demands

that Eve's acceptance of Adam be seen as a submission to
patriarchal coercion: "The Father's threat to the child dissolves
her or his primary narcissism: it enforces a prohibition on the
maternal object for both the boy and the gir1" (63).

But Kristeva's understanding of gender roles in the
development of the subject again diminishes the harsh polarity of
the sexes in a Freudian reading of the thetic moment. she

stressesr orr the other hand, that the entry into the symboric is,
even for a woman, not strictly a submission to power. Eve herself
flees Adam wtren he presents himself as a titanic figure, "fair
indeed and tall" (4.477). And Eve goes so far as to return to the
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pond, in an abjection of Adam, a repulsion of him who is "ress
winning soft, less amiably mild" than herserf (4.479), which

Krísteva would calI a narcissistic crisis. t¡lhat, to the contrary,
will eventually win Eve's submission is quite the opposite of
"paternal law." For it is Adam's loving word.s and promises which

support her passage out during his second approach: "to give thee

being I lent/Out of my side to thee, nearest my heart/Substantial
Life, to have thee by my side" (4.483-86). At thís stage of her

narcissistic crisis, she has yet to be re-oriented towards an

other, but if she is to be won over by his appeal, she evidently
needs to find in him some image of the "maternar object" from

"Out of [whose] side" she has been separated.

At his second approach, Eve, instead of abjecting Ad.am,

erects him as an ego-idear, decraring how, "From that time, " she

"seeIs] /How beauty is excell'd by manly grace and. wisd.om" (4.48g-
90). rn the words of Freud, she "finds thim] possessed of every
perfection that is of value" (Ed.mundson 63), which invorves an

abjection of herself as thorough as her previous love of herself
had been. As Kristeva explains, this state of being enamoured.

with the other is not so much a passage into maturityr âs has

often been read in Milton and in Freudr ês it is a repetition of
primary narcissism:

on closer examination, even the Ego ldeal, which
insures the transference of our claims and desires
toward a true object laden with aII the pomp of good
and beauty as defined by parental and sociar codes, isa revival of narcissism, its abeyance, its
conciliation, its consolation. (Kristeva, Tales 2L-2)

Kristeva's reading of these increments of deveropment
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correspond fairly welr to a "minimalist" reading of the FalI, in
which what stays the same (the fundamental process) is more

significant than what changes (pre-object to object; archaic
economy of abjection to symborized economy of abjection). rn

other words, both Eve's story and Kristeva's theory plot a

process of subjective development which would be the same before

or after any Falr from grace. The Farr is not an absorute

transition to another order of human development, but an

intensification of the experience of "inaugural ross" which is
the foundation of the human subject, even in Eden.

Uncircr¡mscribed Myself Retire
No matter how far back one goes in Eve's development,

Krísteva's hypothesis would suggest/ one never locates

satísfaction, comfort or fuLlness, but onry regressing crises of
narcissism and abjection. Far from being "an idyllic dyadr " which

Eve shares with her image in the pond, "Narcissism protects
emptiness, causes it to exist, and thusr ôs lining of that
emptiness, insures an erementary separation" (Tales 24). or in
the words of Powers of Horror, narcissism veils and abjection
revears to the subject "the inaugural loss that raid the

foundations of its own being" (powers 5).
A closer examination of Milton's cosmology might demonstrate

how this inaugural loss precedes Eve's own birth, and is
constitutive of the very conditions in which she is born.

Raphael, addressing Adam in Book VII, explains how God
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established creation out of chaos when, as God says , ,,f

uncircumscríb'd myself retire/And put not forth my goodness"

(7.L70-r). rt wourd appear to be a description of creation as

"retractionr " if it were deríved from the Zohar¡ ês Denis Saurat
has claimed (237). on this point there have been withering
rebuttals from many hands, to the point that the theory of
retraction has had itself to be retracted.

But Dennis Danielson has more recently identifed a three-
stage process of creation in paradise Lost, whereby "a first-
stage--not yet creation proper--in which prime matter is in some

way 'alienated' from God, rendered external to himr,' becomes the
founding substance of creation; there is then "a second stage in
which some but not all of that matter is chosen to be the stuff
of this visible world; and a third stage in which that stuff
receives its actuar forms" (Danierson 46) - The continued
existence of Chaos beyond the bounds of the created universe is
the crearest example in Book rr of matter which is stirl
inchoate, and profoundty unlike that matter which is delimited by

God's "gorden cornpasses" (7.zzs) and given finite shape. Butr ês

we know from Milton's own De Doctrina Christiana, there is only
one solution to be found in scripture and logic for the probrem

of whether matter has "always existed independentry of God t ot
[has] originated from God at some particurar timer... namery,

that alr things are of God" (Hughes 976). A theology of creatio
ex deo is advanced by none other than the Father himserf in
Paradise Lost when he craims to "retire" from "the Deep" which is
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stirl "Boundless... because r am who fi11/rnfinitude" (7.i-68-69),

"Though I uncircumscrib'd myself retire,/And put not forth my

goodness" (7 -L7O-7L). As Danielson concludes, "the deep is
boundless only because God himself is both boundless and free, if
he chooses, to place certain rimits on himserf for the sake of
putting forth what amounts to a vast ocean of potentiarity" (48).

But what of the chaotic substance that has fallen outside

the bounds (and forms) of creation? hlhat are we to make of this
divine matter that has been experred/repelred from the divine
nature? Could it possibly correspond to the residue of abjection
in the human story of subject formation? Is God, to use

Krísteva's terms, a "deject who places (hirnself), separates

(himself), situates (himserf), and therefore strays instead of
getting his bearings, desiring, belonging, or refusing" (powers

B)? Does God, in other words, form himsel_f through a process of
abj ection?

There may be something to be said for Saurat's long-

discredited idea that "there existed in the Infinite a sort of
latent life" (Saurat 1-10), especially if God has to split
"himself" off from that "latent rife." But, quite in keeping with
Danierson's emphasis on the profound goodness of God who wirrs
"creaturely freedom" (Danielson 49), this unknowable, this
difference, in saurat's words, wourd stirr be that which, through

creation, "God has liberated, given over to its own forces, and

which developed and expressed itself " (saurat i-i-0). rn this
cosmology, God, quite like the human signifying subject-in-
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process, starts from an originary split, underladen with his o$rn

inaugurar ross; "not satisfied with himserf, " as Joan Malory

I¡lebber suggests (ldebber B). Just as Kristeva describes her

subject, this God is "Necessarily dichotomous, somewhat

Manichaean, he divides, excrudes, and without, properry speaking,

wishing to know his abjections is not at arr unavrare of them"

(Kristeva Powers B). But he is not "Maníchaean" in the sense of
being constrained invoruntariry by another; rather, he is sprit
by virtue of his choice to create an other, tåe others, to whom

he is willing to give the gift of free wirr t ot to forego his own

right of authorial control over them. It is this image of God who

surrenders, even as he announces, his own right that is presented

to the first of his human creations, Adam, who must arso decide

if he shourd remain fundamentally as he is, or shourd give

himserf up to the creation of another tike himself, one who is
just as free as he is to choose.

AII ReaI as the Dreem

Adam's version of his own creation, told to Raphael,

suggests a more seamless journey through the thetic moment than

did Eve's. He too began with an era of unclear subject
boundaries: "But who r was t or where, or from what cause/Knew

not" (8.270-7L) . However, there appears to be no maternar marking

of boundariesr no external voice which teaches him the timits of
his "proper body, " as there was with Eve, which clarified for him

the domains of inside and outside as a precursor to object
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formation in language. He indicates that the symboric, or the
order of language, was immediately availabre to him at this
point: "to speak r tri'd, and forthwith spake, /þry Tongue obey'd

and readily could name/l,rlhate'er I saw." It is through the

symbolic that he beseeches his surroundings to help him define
his ego:

Thou Sun, said T I fair Light,
And thou enlight'n'd Earth, so fresh and gay,
Ye Hills and Dales, ye Rivers, t¡Ioods and plains
And ye that live and move, fair Creatures, tell,
TelI, if ye sahr, how came I thus, how here?
Not of myself; by some great Maker then,
In goodness and in power preeminent;
TelI flêr how may I know him, how adore. (8.273-80)

Any prior stage of primar repression, of wordressry abjecting the
mother, seems to have been elided in Adam's memory, when, "As new

wak't from soundest sreep/ soft on the frow'ry herb r found me

laid/rn Balmy sweatr" and "straight toward Heav'n my wand'ring
Eyes r turned" (8.235-55, 257). But as Kristeva points out,
primar repression has a "curious primacy... where what represses

arways already borrows its strength and authority from what is
apparently very secondary: language" (powers 14). Adam's

"Iinguistic" turn, his recourse to language, then helps to
repress the very memory of primal repression, as he begins to
define himserf as a subject in relation to a whore order of
obj ects.

There isr.nonetheless, for Adam, a further narcissÍstic
crisis in which he falrs back into sleep, "rnsensibre, and

forthwith to dissolve" (289-91-); as with Eve, this crisis
introduces the thetic moment proper. Adam is shown into Eden, the
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t.het.ic landscape:

One came, methought, of shape Divine,
And said, thy Mansion wants thee, Adam, rise
First Man, of Men innumerable ordain,d
First Father, call'd by thee I come thy Guide
To the Garden of bliss, thy seaL prepar,d. (9.295-99)

He,re the Son gives him symbolic aut.hority over all the animals of
Eden: " I bring t.hem to receive/From thee thir Names, and. pay t.hee

fealty/With 1ow subjection" (8.343-5) .

Adam's incessant naming of t.he other is in some sense

cathartic, a means of defining himself against what Kristeva
terms "a threat.ening otherness', (powers l_7) . But t.hen t.he

"various caLharses " which "make up the hist.ory of religions " atl
"end up wit.h that. catharsis par excellence called art.,' For ,'Lhe

artistic experience, which is rooted in the abject it utters and

by the same token purifies, appears as the essential_ component. of
religiosity" (Powers L7l. The writer is ultimately born of such

dislocations of self-abjecLion, from exLernal, ritual forms to
interiorized "displacemenLs of verbal play,' (16) .

The mature writ.er never sLops harking back t.o
symbolization mechanisms, within language itself, in
order to find in a process of eternal return, and not
in t,he object. t.hat it names or produces, the hollowing
out of anguish in the face of nothing. (powers 43)

This naming which precedes objects is actually a form of
abjection, a compulsive location of onesel-f in t.he world. wit.h a
desire t.o bot,h know and liquidat.e the dif f erence. What st.arts as

a "cent,ripeLal" response t.o abject.ion, by which the d.rive "aims

to settle the ego as center of a solar system of objects, by dint
of coming back Loward the center, " can turn into a ',centrifugal"
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response' whereby the drive wilt 'rfasten on the Other and come

into being as sign so as to produce meaning" (powers l-4).

But this rerouting of the drive produces desire as much as

it produces meaning: it "expatriates the ego toward an other
subject" (Powers i-4). Adam recognizes precisery how rack produces

desire; addressing God--mistaking him, perhapsr âs a foir to his
own deficiency--he procraims, "Thou in thyserf art perfet, and in
thee/Is no deficience found; not so is Manr/ But in degree, the

cause of his desire" (8.415-17). As Kristeva says, "There is
nothing like the abjection of setf to show that all abjection is
in fact recognition of the want on which any being, meaning,

language or desire is founded" (Powers 5). And so his request for
a mate which follows is an insightful declamation of a sort of
diarogicar necessity for love, given this essentiar rack:

No need that thou
Shouldst propagate, already infinite;
And through all numbers absolute, though One;
But Man by number is to manifest
His single imperfection, and beget
Like of his like, his Image multipli'd
In unity defective, which requires
ColIateral love, and dearest amity. (B.422-26)

Kristeva exprains in her essay on Bakhtin how diarogicar
structures impry a cosmogony "which exists only in or through

relationship"; they permit a space of indeterminacy where "tr¡ro
texts meet, contradict, and rerativize each other" (Desire 78).

Adam's vision of an infinite sequence of human reproduction--the
merging of two incomplete entities, generating a fecundity of
further instances of incompreteness--suggests this kind of
indeterminate, even intertextual, space.
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IfiId lrlork

Adam's signal to distinguish himself from the other appears

to him to come from withinr âs he identifies with the abjecting
impurses. rt is quite the usuar thing, in terms of Kristeva,s
theory, that Adam's secondary repression should overtake his
primal repression, and that he would not remember the formative
struggles prior to his having ranguage. For the brurrÍng of
senses and unspeakabre confusion recalred by Eve wourd be

anathema for Adamr ês a scrupurousry signifying subject who puts
a high premium on the fact that his "Tongue obey'd" as soon as he

could remember.

Kristeva points out that, collectively, patriarchal society
has maintained an "edenic image of primary narcissisffi, " a

nostalgia of briss and ease which bl-ots out the chaotic
heterogeneity of the maternar era. An Edenic sense of origins,
according to Kristeva, is a "defensive negation elaborated by the
neurotic subject when he sets himself under the aegis of the
father" (Powers 63). Moreover, Ad.am's internal center of
abjection gives him a confidence which will ultimately translate
into a patriarchal prerogative to abject the other rather than
himself in the face of confusion or threat. As Kristeva points
out, where there is an externally-directed tendency of abjection,
it works in tandem with repression: "The more or less beautiful
image in which r behord or recognize myserf rests upon an

abjection that sunders it as soon as repression, the constant
watcfrman, is reraxed" (powers 13). This potentiarity in Adam is,
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however, ful1y latent at first; he engages Eve in admiration and

goodwill until stressful circumstances and an authoritarian angel

draw out these suppressed tendencies.

Eve's signal to distinguish herself from the other, on t.he

contrary, has had the effect of coming from without, from an

ot.her, which trains her in a certain self-rejection, in the
impulse to abject herself more fervently than any Other. Although

Adam first addresses Eve as an equal, "so1e partner and. sole part
of al-I t.hese joys" (4.41-L), Lhe newly-partnered Eve proceeds to
spont.aneous sel-f -abasemenL: "o thou for whom/And from whom r was

form'd flesh of thy flesh, /And without whom am to no end, my

Guide/And Head" (4.440-443). rn accordance with Kristeva,s
theories, Eve's excessive self-abjection could have derived from

a circumstance too solitary for the female subject, attempting

self -formation, leaving her wit,hout dramatic mod.els: ,'t,he

subjecL, weary of fruitless attempts t,o ident,ify with something

on t,he outside, finds the impossible within; when.it finds t,hat

t,he impossible constitutes its very being, that it is none other
than abject" (Powers 5). Eve, in her spiral of self-abjection,
"presents [her] self with [her] own body as the most-precious non-

objects; they are no longer seen in their own right but

forfeit,ed,, (powers 5) .

Eve's tendency to self-abjection, and hence, her wirl-ingness

to "look for the impossible wit,hin,,, all-ows a great. sensitivity
to t.he heterogeneity of the drives--to their diversity and

uncoLrollability which represent evil in any regime which values
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order. Adam, on the other hand, who stirl erects himserf as the
narcissistic source of vaLue, has everything to lose from damage

to his sense of his own purity and íntegrity, and as such is
driven to repress any hints of confusion and ambivalence. The

consequences of their alternative responses to such d.rives begin
to emerge as Eve has a dream which threatens the order of their
marriage. hlhen a beautiful man emitting pheromonal liquid ("his
dewy rocks distirl'd/Ambrosia"--5.s6-7), takes Eve frying,
adultery or poryandry are suggested, presenting a certain
challenge to conjugal order in Eden.

This new figure excites Eve with an even more muscurar

pleasure than Adam has provided, because it is a pleasure charged
with knowledge: as Leon Roudiez exprains, outrining Kristeva's
definition of true Jouissance, "l¡Jhat is significant is the
totaLity of enjoyment that is covered. by the word 'jouissance',

sexual, spiritual, physicar, conceptual at one and the same

time" (Desire 1-6). The knowredge is that of her own body, of the
heterogeneity of the drives that her relationship with Adam must

suppress; according to Kristeva, "the jouissance divests the
object and turns back toward the autoerotíc body fantasies
remind us, if we had ever forgotten, of the insistent presence of
drive heterogeneity" (Revolution 49).

But Adam cannot imagine where this "evir" extra-marital
drive hairs from, denying that it can be from within: "in thee
can harbor none, created pure" (5.99-i-oo). He sets out to repress
this evir; attempting to impose a purity on Eve by force of wirl
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and words, he erects a barricade against the Ínterloper in Eve's

dream through a hierarchy which subordinates imagination--as the
culprit which unbarred the door--to reason:

in the SouI
Are many lesser Faculties that serve
Reason as chief; among these Fancy next
Her office holds
Oft in (nature's) absence mimic Fancy wakes
To imitate her; but misjoining shapes,
I¡Iitd work produces oft, and most in dreams. (5.100-i.3)

Adam thus manages to alr but exire negativity from within the
subjectal system, from Eve's "clean and proper self":

EviI into the mind of God or Man
May come and gor so unapprov'd and leave
No spot or blame behind: whÍch gives me hope
That what in sleep thou didst abhor to dreám,
üIaking thou never wilt consent to do. (5.j,t7-2L)

This episode of symbolic or secondary repression is the
birthplace of secondary repression in the garden; the symboric
emulates the archaic, visceral resources of abjection, and "j_t is
then that the object ceases to be circurnscribed, reasoned, with,
thrust aside: it appears as abject" (powers 15).

The abject witr carry Eve off in its tide, despite Adam,s

earry efforts to creanse her of this ignominy. Adam's motion of
burying the contrary drive under a pire of virtuousry inspired
watchdogs and fitters quells his own anxiety, but Eve is isolated
by an anxiety that she has glimpsed. Repression ís not a mode of
encountering negativity to which she can reconcile herself: being
situated croser to suppressed material, she cannot quiet her
anxiety about its presence. After he concrudes his speech she

retains a deep suspicion of her own contrariety, shown as she
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"sirentry a gentle tear ret falr/From either eye" (5.130-131).

The tears continue to fal1 in simultaneous pairs, illustration
and symptom of an inner heterogeneity that rivets her attention,
which includes a "spot or blame" she is not able to externalize.

Mother of Mankind

Into this birth of secondary repression arrives Raphael. He

hails from the Heaven of the OId Testament paradigm, ordered and

"purified" according to the familiar scheme of escalating ranks

of cherubs, seraphs, angers, archangets, ascending to the Hory of
Hories, God himself . Raphae|s importation of a caste of varues,
where every difference is assigned its lever, wilr only serve to
destroy the equalÍty between Adam and Eve, shaky as it remains.

The hierarchy of spirit and fresh which founds Raphae| s

neo-Pratonic scheme is immediatery qualified by a radicarry
different principre of "purification,, or subject formation which

we have seen at work in Adam and Eve. Now the denigration of the
body for the erevation of spirit, along with arr of their
respective functions and pleasures, will be the main consequence

of Raphael's moral argument with Adam:

If the sense of touch whereby mankind
Is propagated seem such dear delight
Beyond all other, think the same voutsaf't
To Cattle and each Beast: which would not be
To them made common and divulg'd, if aught
Therein enjoy'd were worthy to subdue
The Soul of Man, or passion in him move.
I¡lhat higher in her society thou find'st
Attractive, human, rational, Iove stiII;
In loving thou dost well, in passion not,
ülherein true Love consists not; Love refines
The thoughts, and heart enlarges, hath his seat
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In Reason, and is judicious, is the scale
By which to heav'n1y Love thou may'st ascend
Not sunk in carnal pleasure. (8.579-93)

But the premise behind this warning against a too-earthy
invorvement with Eve, coming at the end of Raphae| s visit in
Eden, has already managed to bright Eve's existence at the
beginning of his visit. Never having encountered woman before,
Raphael addresses Eve with a level focus on her womb, with
respect to her procreative, rather than spirituar, potential:

Hail Mother of Mankind, whose fruitful Womb
Shalt fill the üJorld more numerous with thy sons
Than with these various fruits the Trees of God
Have heap'd this table. (5.388-91)

of course, ên anger who hords out the promise to humans that
"Your bodies may at last turn arr to spiritr/ rmpos'd by tract of
time, and wing'd ascend/Ethereal, as wee" (5.497-gB), is not
rikely to understand that the "Mother of Mankind" may be more

rike the creator than he thinks, íf creation is ex deo, from the
very body of God (see above, p. Z4).

Raphael, it is true, understands how arr things have come

from "one first matter arr" (s.472), from "one almighty... from

whom/alr things proceed, and up to him return,/if not deprav'd
from good" (5.469-7L). But his theory of refinement--of whatever

is "more refin'd, more spiritous, and pure" being "nearer to him

plac't or nearer tending" (5.475-76)--assumes its own conclusion:
God's abjection of matter must be an act of "purification" rather
than an act of subject/object d.ivision by which God creates the
freedom of the other. And so Raphael hails Eve as other, even as

he abjects her as less pure "matterr " as the "root" from whence
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"springs righter the green stark" (5.4s0). The treachery of
patriarchy for women, Kristeva has craimed, is that they are

identified with their maternal function. The woman must then be

abjected with the mother, leaving a woman with no purchase in the
symboric (oriver 55). Thereafter, Raphael's pontifications are

addressed entirely to Adam, and Eve is pushed into the
background.

Adam's preliminary openheartedness towards the other sets a

sarubrious foundation for his rerationship with Eve, of whom he

te1ls Raphael that she was

ManIike, but different sex¿ so lovely fair,
That what seem'd faÍr in aII the LrIorId, seem'd now
Meant ot in her summ'd up, in her contain,d
And in her looks, which from that time infus'd
Sweetness into my heart, unfelt before. (8.47l--475)

As Kristeva wourd exprain, however, there is alread.y a background

for abjection in the muddre of their origin. Adam gave birth to
Eve in an inversion of motherhood, a patriarchal reversar of
originary dependency: Adam was anterior, motherless, imrnaculately

conceived, but Eve was torn violently and bloodíry out of his
side- At least one thing which Paradise Lost gives back to sexual
origins is its maternal bloodiness, when Eve is detivered "with
cordiar spirits warm, /And Life-brood streaming fresh" (9.466-7).
Blood is, for Kristeva, "a propitious place for abjection where

deatJr and femininity, murder and procreation, cessation of rife
and vitarity all come together" (powers 96). swathÍng the
paternal birth with placental fluid, its unmistakable maternal-

dimension, Mirton's poem seems to rebuke the old Testament for
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its fastidious exclusions.

rn giving gory birth to this new creation, however, Adam has

damaged more than his body. Encountering a femare being emerging

from a prace within him, "Manrike, but different sex, " Adam,

according to Kristeva, wourd have been prunged not only into
desire but into fear, "those uncertain spaces of uncertain
identity, toward the fragility--both threatening and. fusional--of
the archaic dyad, toward the non-separation of subject/object, on

which language has no hold but one woven of fright and repulsion"
(Powers 58). This "other without a namer " as Kristeva describes
the feminine, wourd have wounded more than just his body, rending
his assuredness as a subject. In his conversation with Raphae1,

Adam must therefore place Eve's gender outside of the fold of the
varued, the sacred. rn an effort to shore up his identity, his
"own clean and proper body, " Adam further defines the. murky realm

of the abject. First, he has to separate himself from her

"outward shows" (8.338) which uright be no more than "transported.
touch" (8.530). Next, he has to repel her as "inferior, in the
mind,/And inward Facurties" (8.34L-42). But in reperring Lrer, he

repers himserfr ês Kristeva wourd say: "Reperling, rejecting;
repelring itself, xejecting itself. Ab-jecting" (powers 13). Arld

so he is forced in the end to see her as abject, as the otherr êS

she is in herserf: "so absorute she seems /ArLd in herserf
compreter so werr to know/Her own, that what she wilrs to do or
sêyr/seems wisest, virtuousest, discreetest, best" (9.547-50).

If Adan still adnits to being enthralled by Eve's
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simultaneous equality and utter difference, Raphael is determined

to purify Adam of any remaining confusion:

weigh with her thyself
Then val_ue
The more she will acknowledge thee her Head,
And to realities yield atl her shows. (8.571-5)

Raphae|s advice to Adam rests, however, on a maximarist

cosmology of Edenic flawlessness at odds with the minimalist
cosmorogy which underlies Paradise Lost. His exhortations to
resistance against falling always invoke a notion of Adam's self-
sufficiency and perfection; even at his arrival, he terrs Adam,

"God made thee perfet" (5.523), and, upon his departure, he

assures him: "to stand or fall/Free in thine own Arbitrement it
lies./ Perfet withinr ûo outward aid require" (g.640-2). But Ít
was precísery this fert need for aid which originatly inspired.

Adam's reguest for Eve and ensured a relationship of love between

them.

Tending to l¡rfiId

Eve's awareness of continuing changes in the garden is now

expressed as generalized anxiety and threat, a heightened sense

of abjection around the borders. After Raphael's visit, the furr
frourishing of the garden that Adam had admired as "bounty, " is
suddenry beherd by Eve as an encroaching excess: "what we by day/

Lop overgrownr or prune t ot prop¡ or bind/one night or two with
wanton growth derides/Tending to wild" (g.zog-rz). The garden's

out-of-control growth is an example of aII that is threatening to
the serf, "the in-between, the ambiguous, the composite; " that
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which "r permanentry thrust aside in order to rive" (powers 3).
rn her quickness to respond to the changing condítions--

Raphael's corruption of her principle of mutuality in both her

garden and her marriage--Eve's susceptibility to unconscious

disturbance is displayed. Her anxiety is irrepressibre, a

forewarning of encroaching negativity: as in the situation of her

dream, the negativity is ambiguously both inside her and outside
her. satan's nearby presence is described both rike a murky

poison in which one's head might swim, a ',black mist low

creeping" (9.180); but also rike the very structure of one's

brain, coired "rn Labyrinth of many a round serf-ror|d." (9.183-

84). rn the face of such inward confusion, such "impossibility"
which is herself, Eve seeks separateness from Adam to clarify her

turburent mind--this curling process camouflaged in images of
tending the garden: " rn yonder spring of Roses intermixt/l^Jith
MyrtIe, find what'to redress" (9.2LB-L9).

Raising with Adam the possibility of separation, Eve

encounters an unforeseen rigidity. Charged by Raphael to view all
female difference with suspicion, Adam does not trust leaving Eve

on her own to encounter negativity with her own resources, which

are so different from his. His response to the threat Eve has

identified--and in his perspective, id.entified herserf with--is
his own parallel anxiety to order and contain Eve:

The V,life, where danger or dishonor 1urks,
Safest and seemliest by her Husband stays,
t{ho guards her, or with her the worst endures. (9.266-269)

Attempting to regulate the unruly drives which he now associates,

!
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as feminine faculties, with Eve, he implements an authoritarian
regime. Their work in the garden, previously their pleasure, is
now known as that which "olrr Lord impos'd" (9.235). For the first
time/ moreover, Adam asserts an unegual relationship of served.

and server between himserf and Eve, such that "nothing roverier
can be found/In hloman, than to study household good, /And good

works in her Husband to promote" (9.232-4).

Eve, at the moment of her rebellion, is for good reason

named in the narrative as the "Virgin Majesty" (9.27O)r âfr

ambivalent eponym; on the one hand it merely confirms that she is
still pure and innocent of crime; on the other hand it is, rike
any out-of-context reference to her sexuarity and potential
maternity, an evidence of abjection. rn "stabat Mater, " Kristeva
describes how the image of a virgin purges the sexuality from a

figure of woman as though this is the onry way to sustain her

presence in a holy discourse (Tales). Denotated under the sign of
the virgin, a woman's options are instantly constrained.

Veil'd in a Cloud of Fragrance

Eve is of two minds about her imperviousness. on the one

hand she decries Adam's srur on her as satan's "fraud". His

accusations strike her as the most apparent precipitation of evil
in the garden. she trusts her resources of "Faith and Love"

(9.286 ) in God and Adam to accompany her through any important
journeys she is comperred to undertake. on the other hand, she is
concerned about the other prospect, the prospect of her own
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vurnerabirity to evir, which wourd seem to berie alr of the

certainties and assurances that the idyrlic life in Eden has

seemed to give promise of:
If this be our condition, thus to dwell
In narrow circuit strait'n'd by a Foe,
Subtle or violent, we not endu'd
Single with Iike defense, wherever met,
How are we happy, still in fear of harm? (g.322-26)

If this susceptibility is indeed her condition, then she has been

under a rongrived irlusion about her existence, and Adam's

frattery of her integrity and purity is the "fraud". As before,
Adam provokes her onwards rather than quieting her concerns with
his paradoxical reassurance thatr oD the one hand, she is
entirery good and evil is externaL--that she is "from sin and

blame entire" (9.292)--andr oû the other hand, that evir has an

inroad into her, that it is in some degree, in her: "Not

incorruptibre of Faith, not proof against temptation" (9.299) .

Inside or outside--this information about herself she must seek

out; Kristeva describes this opposition between inside and

outside as "vigorous but pervious, violent but uncertain" (powers

7).

From this point on to the temptation, Eve is shown

descending into the territory of the "middre"--of Kristeva's
abject par excellence. The literary litanies that segue into the
action: the female olympians who anticipate her, the bowers that
fail to equar Eden and the empires which fait to equar satan's:
signal a movement to a heterogeneous netherworrd; as Kristeva
suggests, the abject's "signifier...is none but literature"
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(Powers 5). Satan's first sight of Eve is as encircled in
frowers, and "veil'd in a cloud of Fragrance" (9.424)--as caught

up in an atmosphere of intoxication, and perhaps psychosis.

satan's hook into Eve, it emerges, will be his abirity to
identify with her abjection: "I hras at first as other Beasts that
graze/Tl:e trodden Herb, of abject thoughts and low" (9.571-72).

But the fruit, promises satan, is transformative: having eaten

the fruit, he is faburous: a sight to behold, and a paragon of
reason and speech. rf there were anything to tantarize Eve at
this point, it wourd be reason and speech enough to face Adam, to
give her power and autonomy within an economy in which she is
sripping. Excruded from corloquy with Adam, she needs to augment

her wisdom, and is tempted by satan's image of his own "capacious
mind" with which he "consider'd alt things visibre in Heav,n/or
Earth, or Middle" (9.603-4). rt is especiarty this space between

the alienating and confounding polar binaries of rational thought
which is of compelling concern for Eve.

The capacity to behold the "middle" which Satan offers Eve

could be the key to untangling the contrad.ictions which thrall
her, created through fiderity to the one or the other. There is a

seduction to the visions of the borderline, a promise of mastery:

Eve follows satan as he "swiftly roll'd/in tangles, and made the
intricate seem straight" (9 .632-34). rt is akin to a semiotic,
subterranean kind of knowredge which Kristeva rocates in
psychosis, like a reminder:

Psychotic persons, however, remind us, in case we hadforgotten, that the representationar contrivances that
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cause us to speak, elaborate, or believe rest upon
emptiness. (Tales 42)

l¡Ihat Satan suggests to Eve is the possibility of passing back and.

through the dimry veired thetÍc moment. in order to prick her

memory about the authority of what has been since erected in Ed.en

through the aegis of Raphael.

Eve therefore lets herself be eaten up by a womblike,

variegated darkness, the fords of a bog where she forrows her

ignis fatuus, where "derusive Lightr/Misleads th'amaz'd Night-
wanderer from his way" (9.639-40). rn her sensation of the apple,

a blending of physical and mental characteristics is suggested

which evokes the jouissance at hand in proximity to the semiotic:
Meanwhile the hour of Noon drew on, and wak'd
An eager appetite, rais'd by the smell
So savory of that Fruit, which with desire,
Inclinable now grown to touch or taste
Solicited her longing eye. (9.739-43)

Having eaten the fruit, Eve is then consumed wÍth a pleasure,

"satiate at length, /And hight'n'd as with l¡iine, jocund and boon"

(9.792-3). This pleasure strikes Eve as the most intense she had

ever experienced: "such delight till thenr âs seem'd,/rn Fruit
she never tasted" (9.787-B). AII of her spiritual aspirations are

consoridated, furfilled in a singre orgasm, "nor was God-head

from her thought" (9.790). The sex that Adam and Eve have after
both having eaten the fruit similarty accedes to an

internarization of divinity within the body as they "swim in
mirth, and fancy that they feeL/ Divinity within them breeding

wings" ( 10 .1.O7-110 ) .

Yet there is something equivocar even in this satiety, some
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hint of dissatisfaction in Eve's supposedly furr preasure

conveyed through the suggestion that its supremacy could be

"fancied so, through expectation high/of knowredge" (9.2s9-go).

Passion--even spiritual passion--is always, ês Kristeva insists,
built on the foundation of a sptit subject: just as it seems most

absolute, it becomes merely another reaction, a Iink in the

concatenation of one's local signifying experience:

But when I seek (myself), lose (myself), or experiencejouissance--then rrlrr is heterogeneous. Discomfort,
unease, dízziness stemming from an ambiguity that,
through the violence of a revolt against, demarcates a
space out of which signs and objects arise. (powers B)

The Price of htarmth

As such, any utter opening up to passion never comes without
fearfulness, Kristeva r^Jarns in Tales of Love:

A body swept away, present in all its limbs through a
delightful absence--shaky voice, dry throat, starry
eyes, flushed or clammy skin, throbbing heart Would
the symptoms of love be the symptoms of fear? (Ta1es 6)

Eve revears this paranoia when she casts a thought to her fate
with Adam and discovers jealousy in her scenario of "Adam wedded

to another Eve/shall rive with her enjoying, r extinct:/A death

to think" (9.828). Later, the post-lapsarian ecstasy between Adam

and Eve is repaid by rove's most tormenting humours: "Thir
minds/How dark I rì I drr ( 10. 1-053-54 ) . Adam experiences the anxiety of
waking up emasculated, "shorn of arr his strength" (10.i-062).

Something has happened to change the Edenites' relationship
to sex; a proximity to the other which had previousry been clean

and nourishing is now castrating, phobic. Kristeva's explanation
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of phobia explains how the other, at the same time as being a

respository for ideal values, can become a permanent site for
projecting one's darker drives: ,rFear and the aggressivity
intended to protect me from some not yet localizable cause are

projected and come back to me from the outside: 'I am

threatenedrrr(Powers 35). According to Kristeva, this dread

forrows from a frustration of rove: "The phobic object...assumes

all the mishaps of drive as disappointed desires or as desires
diverted from their objects." Since Raphael has trained Adam to
withdraw his love from Eve and instead to "esteem thy serfr " and

since Eve has withdrawn herself into self-aggrandizing solitude,
both now suffer, to some extent, the dispracement of their love

object, resurting in what Kristeva calrs a "drive economy in want

of an object--that conglomeration of fear, deprivation, and

nameress frustration" (35). But for Kristeva, this pain is but a

part of love, its aftermath: "Forlowing upon the exorbitant
aggrandizement of the roving self, âs extravagant in its pride as

in its humility, that exquisite lapse is at the heart of the

experience" (Tales 4).

After the Farl, Adam begins to strengthen the ego apparatus

necessary to preserve himself against further disappointment and

humiliation. Clothing--the false self--is now institutionalized
to conceal inadmissible drives. Even before there are others to
hide from there is abstract shame: the spectre of a judgementar

other so unbearabre they must prace it on the outside, rurking
among the trees, rather than own it among the antagonists within.
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I^¡ith the advent of this consciousness of shame, Eden, as Kristeva
suggests, wourd have become unbearable. The garden, with its
constant presence of paternal authority, is now too charged with
guiJ-t for the humans' srender frames to withstand; they must

crear the slate, "free this permanence of meaning. " Leaving Eden

makes, ât least,

an attempt at separating oneself from the august andplacid expanses where the father's sublime Death, and
thus Meaning, merges with the son,s self (but where a
daughter can very easily become trapped). (Desire 1S0)

Eden has for some time been not good for either Adam or Eve,

since Adam's own identity is blurred with this authority, and Eve

is caught inextricably in its web.

It is in the harsh conditions outside of the garden where

they will be forced to rery on each other's resources again, and

to recraim, in moments, what has been squandered of rove. Adam

and Eve thus set off uncertainly into the wirderness, "hand in
hand with wand'ring steps and sl-ow" (Lz.648) | somewhat harshry

defended, and geared with their meagre resources--a dim memory of
God and erratic interpersonal love. More strays than ever, in the
wilderness Adam and Eve wilt relinquish even the promise of the
permanence of meaning in order to stake out their terrain of
mournful writings and slipshod meanings. The wilderness is bound

to be, âs Kristeva describes it, "a fragire, uncertain life,
where, without spending the saved-up paternar capitar in one's
pockets, fone] discovers the price of warnth" (Desire 150).
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Chapter Two: Gender and Signification

The development of the subject is described in the preceding

chapter as a narrative of character deveropment, but it must be

borne in mind that to Kristeva the subject is primarily a

signifying subject. According to Kristeva, "ringuistic changes

constitute changes in the status of the subject--his relation to
the body, to others, and to objects" (17). The next part of this
study wirr therefore be to address Adam and Eve in terms of
developments in their signifying practices. The same story of
human development through abjection emerges with a different
accent if we explore how the signifying functions of Adam and Eve

grow in distinct ways in the course of relating themserves to
each other.

It has been the enterprise of many critics to study language

in Paradise Lost and to locate the manner in which Milton has

signification itself farr after the catacrysm of the apple, that
is, to rocate differences among prerapsarian and postrapsarian

Ianguages. Most of these critics have fastened on a maximalist
view of the linguistic fall, which posits that Mirton had

unfalren characters speak in a "monorithic honest quality"
(Harada 222), contrasting with the deception and ambiguity which

set in after the fall.
However, just as a minimalist theorogy in paradise Lost is

crucial to reading the change in human conditions before and

after the fallr so changes in language through Paradise Lost can
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be shown to be shaded, rather than absolute. Edward said has

described the language of Paradise Lost as merancholy, evoking a

loss which has always already happened by the time the epic
begins:

the Truth is actually absent. lnlords stand for words
which stand for other words, and so on Outside the
monotonous sequence of analogies, we presume, is aprimeval Origin, but that, like paradise, is lost
forever. Language is one of the actions that succeed.s
the lost Origin. (280)

Martin Kuester, addressing Jun Harada's reading of pre- and post-
rapsarian languages, suggests that, even before Adam and. Eve's
fal1, "there is a process of growing tinguistic arbitrariness, a

gradual shift to another system of ranguage, which produces a

necessary, though not a sufficient, cause of the farr" (266).

Kuester suggests that when Adam is stitt naming the animars,

language sustains a singular meaning between signifier and

signified, but as soon as more than one communicator is ínvolved,
ambiguity sets in: Diane Mccoltey suggests the same when she

points out that prerapsarian Adam and Eve speak in a language

furl of "hesitations (and) false moves" (Mirton's Eve 169).

In Bakhtin's terms, ambivalence is a result of an inherent
diarogism in language. Kristeva, who introduced Bakhtin to the
hlest, defines diarogism as the indeterminacy surrounding

linguistic signs which sets in where their meanings differ for
the subject and the addressee: "each word (text) is an

intersection of word (texts) where at least one other word (text)
can be read" (Desire 66). Kuester points out that this
indeterminacy is a condition of language which God takes for
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granted in his calculated use of irony when speaking, for
instance, with the son or Adam. This diarogic component is what

ensures the constant evolution of meaning, since what people say

can be taken by others, or even oneserf, to mean more or ress or
other than has been intended. Adam and Eve thus change in
relation to each other, inserting each other's languages into new

contexts, appending them with new understandings. As Kuester

explains, the Augustinian sematology on which Milton's protestant
Iiterary ethic is grounded posits indeterminacy as an essential
fact of language; it is faith and understanding which guarantee

the transmission of truth, rather than a perfect correspondence

of signifier to signified. simirarly, it is only when Adam and

Eve ignore the background which guarantees their lovingness and

read instead malign interpretations that their true alienation
sets in.

hlisdom thy Sister
rn Desire in Poetic Lanquaqe, Kristeva establishes as her

mandate the intention of returning theories of the human subject
to "a materialist foundation", making use of concepts from

Freudian psychoanalytic theory to generate "a theory of
signification based on the subject, his formation, and his
corporeal, linguistic, and social diarect" (Revolution 15). This

is performed in terms of the family romance, invoking the figures
of Mother and Father as mediators of the subject's signifying
function. rn some sense, God, Raphael, and satan arr serve this
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mediating function, encouraging the onset of new, patriarchar
Ianguage devices in Adam, the archetypal male subject.

Before the father, however, comes the mother, whom Kristeva
has shown to have a suppressed role in the deveropment of
signification, envisioned by Freud as a purely masculine

function. Likewise, in Paradise Lost the maternar function is
well-suppressed, although it leaves a trace. Joan Malory hfebber

concludes that in Paradise Lost, "the extensive language of
fertility and creativity everln^rhere in the poem prevents a

conclusion that heaven is simply asexual" (9). At numerous

points, Milton adumbrates a veired, mythic, feminine power. trJhen

Eve eats the appre, she praises a feminine vehicle of wisdom,

sapience, "hitherto obscur'd, infam'd" (9.798). The narrator, in
his invocation to the muse in Book I, sings of Urania, who

rerated to Moses the origins of the world: "How the heav'ns and

the earth rose out of chaos." uranía is also invoked a second

tíme at the begÍnning of Book vrr, in a reference to proverbs

viii:
Before the hills appeared t ot fountain flowed,
Thou with Eternal t¡Jisdom didst converse,
V,Iisdom thy sister, and with her didst play
In presence of th'Almighty Father, pleas'd
I¡Jith thy celestial song. (7.8-12)

Denis saurat believed Milton to have been influenced in this
sentiment by a passage in the Zohar which described the world as

"the outcome, the chird, of sex-rife within the divinity" (24L).

t¡Jarter cryde curry sees a hint in paradise Lost that the

mother figure may have figured more prominently in a prior stage
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of creation. In Book II, Chaos and Night--masculine and feminine

powers--provide a moder of a bisexuar divinity in a primitive
epoch:

or chaos, and his å;;; ;3;tliå;'3p,"^a
I¡lide on the wasteful deep; with him enthroned
Sat sable-vested Night, eldest of things,
The consort of his reign. (2.959-963)

The mutuar reign of chaos and Night, curry suggests, prefigures

an archaic condition of the universe; Chaos and Night are

"dramatic symbols representing the constitution and functíon of
the rast composite body" and "rively personifications of the

'originals of nature" ' (272). Their chaotic regime is defined in
Paradise Lost as evil because they "war against order" and

"subsist by virtue of confusion" (72), suggesting the threat
to symboric identity lying behind Kristeva's category of the

abjectr ês discussed in chapter one.

In Book VII, Raphael describes how, in an early stage of
creation, God retracted himserf from some part of himserf,
producing a realm of matter alienated from the spirit:

Meanwhile inhabit lax, ye powers of Heav'n;
And thou my hlord, begotten Son, by thee
This I perform, speak thou, and be it done:
My overshadowing Spirit and might with thee
I send along, ride forth, and bid the Deep
I¡lithin appointed bounds be Heav'n and Earth,
Boundless the Deep, because I am who fill
Infinitude, nor vacuous the space.
Though I uncircumscribed myself retire
And put not forth my goodness, which is free
To act or not. (7.L62-72)

From this, Dennis Danielson deduces in Pa¡e¡llse Lost a three-step
process in the course of which chaos was turned into a
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hierarchicarly ordered creation, arthough some chaos remained

beyond all ordering:

Just as Milton needed the doctrine of creatio ex deo in
order to establish that the "original matter... was
good, and contained the seeds of all subsequent
good" (CD, p.308), so, in order that he might dojustice also to the fact of evil he needed to retain an
infinite Chaos even after the world was created. (48)

This abjected matter t et "infinite chaos, " exhibits freedom from

God's will. In the third stage, it is from this material that the

world is created and "The parts of God thus freed from His wiII
became persons" (saurat 1-03). what was abjected simurtaneousry

with matter, it follows, ri\ras the feminine side of God the Father,

fragmented as the free will of individuals. One might be tempted

to sêyr with saurat, that femininity, and by association, Eve,

"is the power opposed to the power of Mirton's God" (saurat Lzg).

Conjugal Caresses

Eve, as a signifying subject, both struggles to represent,
and forever evokes, the absence of her gender's original model.

This suppressed but evocative feminine wellspring of language is
what Kristeva adumbrates through her descríptions of the chora.

Plato's Chora, described in the Timaeus, h¡as a third term between

ideationar forms (being) and material entities (becoming): "the
receptacle, and, as it were, the nurse of a1l becoming and

change. . . the prima materia. "

Kristeva's chora, likewise, is a middle developmental stage

between utter infantile narcissism and a symbolically formed ego.

There is an era before speech, according to Kristeva, in which a
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developing chird has its drives raid out in a nascent way: "arì.

essentially mobile and extremery provisionat articuration
constítuted by movements and their ephemeral stases" (Revolution

25). t¡ihile this organizatÍon of pre-symbolic potentialities is
full-fledged when the child is in a close bond with the mother,

the chora also persists synchronically in developed language as a
layer under the symbolic function expressed as sound and rhythm,

called the semiotic. Kristeva suggests that this relationship of
the speaker to the mother is inherently disruptive to the

structure of symbolic meaning, "probably one of the most

important factors producing interplay within the structure of
meaning as well as a questioning process of subject and history"
(Desire L37). Revorutionary impurses, according to Kristeva,
arways emerge in ranguage in its semiotic aspects: "The poet is
put to death because he wants to turn rhythm into a dominant

erement; because he wants to make ranguage perceive what ít
doesn't want to sây, provide it with its matter independent of
the sign, and free it from denotation" (31).

By the time we meet her, it appears that Eve has already
rearned to submit to symbolic Iaw, as demonstrated in her

deference to Adam:

My Author and Dísposer, what thou bidd'st
Unargru'd I obey; so God ordains,
God is thy Law, thou mine. (4.635-38)

As Kristeva wourd have it, though, Eve's servitude to the law of
the father is belied by her flair with language. Lewalski points
out that Eve's creative initiation of riterary forms has the
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effect that her "hierarchic inferiority to Adam is in some degree

counterbalanced" ( 189 ) . rn "Eve and the Arts of Eden, " Diane

McColley goes even further in observing a motif wherein Milton
inscribes Eve in a privileged role as his "speaking portrait of
the artist" ( 1-03 ) .

Mccolley is carefur not to marginarize Eve's sphere to
"arlegorize (Eve) . . as passion, sense or fresh. " But it is a

trap which is hard to avoid, and Mccolley doesn't manage it
entirelyr ês she seems to pray into what will be one of Adam's

means of imputing moral inferiority to Eve by opposing fancy to
reason. Kristeva provides a uray out of such binary
identification, however, stating that the semiotic never operates
without the symboric stilr being present: ,,the subject of poetic
Ianguage continually but never definitively assumes the thetic
function of naming, establishing meaning and signification, which

the paternal function represents within reproductive relation"
(Desire L37). Nor should the semiotic aspect of poetry be

identified with a kind of pure flow or rawressness; Kristeva
observes that "the semiotic is a constraint, as is the
symbolic" (134). Lewarski's exposition of the riterary genres

embedded in Paradise Lost makes clear that the Renaissance poetry
at which Eve is so adept streams the sensuality of language

through a highly rigorous set of rules.
rn poetic language, however, semiotic constraints such as

rhythmic and sound patterns "tend to gain the upper hand at the
expense of the thetic and predicative constraints of the ego's
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judging consciousness" (Kristeva, Desire L34). t¡Jhen Eve, for
example, is inspired by Adam to utter the epic's first love

Iyric, her poetry exhibits a high degree of formality,
"incorporat(ing) elaborate patterns of repetition and

circularity" ( Lewalski 1-87 ) :

Sweet is the breath of morn, her rising sweet,
t^¡ith charm of earliest Bírds; pleasant the Sun
I¡lhen first on this delightful Land he spreads
His orient Beamsr on herb, tree, fruit, and flow'r
Glist'ring with dew; fragrant the fertile earth
After soft showers; and sweet the coming on
Of grateful Ev'ning mild, then silent Night
hlith this her solemn Bird and this fair Moon
And these the Gems of Heav'n, her starry train:
But neither breath of Morn when she ascends
I^fith charm of earliest Birds, nor rising Sun
On this delightful land, nor herb, fruit, flow'r,
Glist'ring with dew, nor fragrance after showers
Nor grateful Ev'ning mild, nor silent Night
I^Iith this her solemn Bird, nor walk by Moon,
Or glittering Star-Iight without thee is sweet. (4.64j--56)

The simple referentiality of words is subordinated entirely to
the linguistic evocation of a kínd of absent beauty, as a series
of epanalepses in the second half of this embedded lyric unwind

the description of the naturar worLd buirt up so rovingry in the

first half.
Similarly, when Eve absents herself from Adam and Raphael's

colloquy, the narrator stresses that she is not leaving because

her rationality isn't sufficient for speculative matters; rather,
it is the manner of discussion that gives it varue for her. she

prefers to speak alone with Adam, where the pleasures of
intellection can merge with the preasures of the senses:

such pleasure she reserv'd
Adam relating, she sole Auditress;
Her Husband the Relater she preferr'd
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Before the Angel, and of him to ask
Chose rather: hee, she knew, would intermix
Grateful digressions, and solve high dispute
t^¡ith conjugal Caresses, from his f,ip
Not words alone pleas'd her. (8.50-57).

Robert L. Entzminger shows that, Iike Eve, Milton would have

seen the material medium of speech as no mere ornament to meaning

but as a centrar concern. trlhire the Royar Academy was trying to
make Engrish more simple and transparent for the evocation of
processes of scientific rationality, MiIton was participating in
the protestant re-valuation of ranguage "sufficient" to be a
conduit of spiritr âfl understanding of the divinity of words

implicit in Luther's retranslation of the divine Logos as sermo

(speech) rather than verbum (reason) (christopher 3). rn this
protestant view of ranguage, the signifying process is divine,
rather than any idea it might attempt to transmit. This

transformation of the emphasis of language from the signified to
the process of signification paralleIs Kristeva's observation of
the course of twentieth-century poetry, wherein "Ianguage

unsettred the position of the signified nonetheress

posit( ing) a thesis, not of a particular being or meaning, but of
a signifying apparatus" (Desire i_35).

Ttre Secrets of Another hlorld

God is Adam's first father, and it appears that he must be a
Ioving one, for Adam, receiving Eve into Eden, is kind and

ductire. Kuester exprains how God educates from a gentre,

respectfur distance: "God's irony can be read as a kind of
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distancing device that God puts between himself and his creatures

and that gives them the chance to make use of the free will with
which God has endowed them" (274). Adam and Eve rikewise
participate, ãs Lewalski points out, in a comedic colloquy of
diarogue, "by which morar and intelrectual difficutties are

focused, anaryzed, and then resorved" (1gg). For the first whire,
moreover, there is little distinction between the speech of Adam

and that of Eve; as Lewalski describes it, there is an exchange

of linguistic skílls and functions between Adam and Eve, âs each

introduces new Iiterary forms and perfects the other's, "sharing
in arr the arts of speech and song and diarogue that pertain to
humankind" (189).

hfhen conditions in the garden become psychically
threatening, however, Adam begins to exhibit a greater commitment

to the symboric order, spending his signifying practice in
bolstering the integrity of his symbolic identity. He

accomplishes this through the vehicles of second.ary repression,
using ranguage, âs Kristeva exprains, to strengthen the primary

repressions of all threats to identity brought to bear in the
thetic moment, which operate by means of "rejecting, separating,
repeating/ablecting. " secondary repression dupricates such

functions ín the face of encroaching disorder--whether trouble or
confusion: rrThe archaic economy is brought into furl light of
day, signified, verbarized... the very logic of the symboric--
arguments, demonstrations, proofs, etc.--must conform to it. rt
is then that the object ceases to be circumscribed, reasoned
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with" (Powers 15). hlhen Eve rerates her dream, for instance,

Adam's answering language becomes a measure of defense, rather
than exchange, emproying tactics of spurious argument and proof,
clearly to reject and banish her source of anxiety:

EviI into the mind of God or Man
May come and go, so unapprov'd and leave
No spot or blame behind: which gives me hope
That what in sleep thou didst abhor to dream
hlaking thou never wilt consent to do.
Be not disheart'n'd then, nor cloud those looks
That wont to be more cheerful and serene. (5.1L7-23)

Likewise¡ wê can see the pained effort Adam makes to deverop a

hierarchical ordering system which wilI contain and diminish this
new problematic:

Yet evil whence? In thee can harbour none,
Created pure. But know that in the Soul
Are many lesser Faculties that serve
Reason as chief; among these Fancy next
Her office holds
She forms Imaginations, Aery shapes,
hJhich Reason joining or disjoining, frames
All what we affirm or what deny, and call
Our knowledge or opinion; then retires
Into her private Cell . ( 5. 1_00-9 )

The sudden visit of Raphael brings about further
hierachization in Adam's language. Kuester has suggested that
Raphael--frequentry eponymized in the text as "the Hierarch"--is
far from a neutral messenger of God, but an envoy of neo-platonic
rdearism. Raphae|s hierarchicar mindset, Kuester shows, is
inherent in the way he structures language: "Raphael's acceptance

of the power structure in Heaven leads to his entrenched view of
the world as hierarchical and consisting of two realms that need

an interpreter in order to communicate" (271").
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Joseph Anthony Mazzeo more fulty describes the neo-Platonic

theory of mimesis upon which this concept of ranguage rests: "The

platonic concept of mimesis culminates in a mystical theology in
which ultimate reality is beyond rational comprehension and in
which all things and all linguistic potentialities are simply

symbols of a reality which transcends them but to which they

serve to erevate the soul" (24). Raphaer describes the t¡Iar ín
Heaven as if it were an earthly battleground with horses,

chariots, and gunpowder, expressed in order to make it avairabre

"To human sense" (5.564). But Adam and Eve have no knowred.ge of
such anachronistic phenomena: it is clearly less to aid in their
comprehension than to shierd heaven's sanctity that Raphaer

frames his language of accommodation, not to "... unford / Tlne

secrets of another l¡Iorld, perhaps / not lawful to reveal" (5.568-

70). Entzminger explains how neo-Platonism is a mode of language

charged with its sense of inadequacy before the signified with
which it is enthralled; in it, "words serve onry to obstruct our

vision of the things for which they stand" (7). croaking the

lofty and secret "spiritual forms" in mundane "corporear formsr "
Raphael relegates language to a system of signification which is
purely functional to the structure of his thought.

hlhile Raphael instructs Adam in a theology of ascension of
body into spirit, he arso attempts to make him suspicious of the

desire of his body for Eve's: "your bodies may at last turn arr
to spirit,/rnspired by test of time" (5.497-99). Neo-pratonism is
thus inherently anti-materialistic, subordinating the body at the
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same time as it subordinates the value of the signifier. In the

celebrated scene where he explains angel love, Raphael's language

becomes completely abstracted from the body:

Easier than Air with Air, if Spirits embrace,
Total they mix, Union of Pure with pure
Desiring: nor restrain'd conveyance need
As Flesh to mix with Flesh, or Soul with Soul. (8.622-28)

The capitalized "Purer " "Fleshr " and "Sou1" are spoken of as if
they were independent entities acting in a pristine realm of
forms. At the same time as Raphael denigrates the body in the

face of some potentiarity of pure spirit, his ranguage effaces

its own referentiality, spinning into a manipulation of
characterress absorutes which cannot sustain itself long and

ceasing in a breathress rapture--fottowing which he takes his
embarrassed departure.

Neo-Platonic language also facilitates mystifications of
authority, being ful1 of transcendental signifiers which draw

their power from some deferred realm beyond the discourse.

Raphael leaves Adam with a warning against his impulses of
fondness towards Eve, indicating that he has been given other,
higher faculties with which to overcome them: "Accuse not Nature,

she hath done her partr/Do thou but thine" (I2.S6t-62). This

formula not only firmly posits a nature/cu1ture, body/mind

hierarchy, it also implicitly pressures Adam into a certain role
and conduct in order that he should be able to identify himself
with the privileged "higher" register, defined by an inscrutable
ultimate value which both anchors and exceeds the system.
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Critics like f rene Samuel- and ,Joseph Anthony NÍazzeo, who

have read. Raphael's neo-Prat.onic message as Milton's own, have

missed the central poinL of studies like Entzminger's and Georgia

B. christopher's which demonstraLe how Raphael's neo-platonic

view of the insufficiency of tanguage had been the characteristic
semiotic formula of Cat.holicism for hundreds of years. ¡nilton, âs

a Protestant reformer, would have seen neo-platonism as a high-
church structure by which prelates erect themselves as the

custodians of the sacred truth to which they refer, a presumpt.ion

wtrich Milton, the "iconoclast, " despised. rn his earlier pamphlet

EikonokLastes he fumes at bishops who hide christ's "right,eous

verity with the polluted clothing of ceremonies to make it seem

more decent in your own eyes. . . . ye think by these gaudy

glistenings to stir up the d.evotion of the rude multitude" (cited
in Hil-l 174) .

The protest,ant concept of language provided that t.he truths
of divinity would be available t,o each lit.erate person, without.

especial need of a priestly medium. As Enztminger explains, this
notion of language as a sufficient conduit for spirit. emergies

from the reading of the logos as sermo: ,'Making Ehe Logos

incarnate, Christ overcame the dualism between natural and

supernatural, sancLifying t,he former as t,he means to achieve the

laLt,er" (8) . Christopher Hill's analysis suggests how Milton's
theological radicalism overlapped with his political radicalism:
both involved the goal of liberating the English people from

superst,ition, putting "slavery to flight" (1-75) . Milt.on,s noLion
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of the revolutionary power of the signifying process thus echoes

Kristeva's description of this potentiality, whereby "(any)
society may be stabirized only if it excludes poetic language"

(Desire 31).

Bid her well beware

Raphael's anti-materialistic warning to Adam that his
affection for Eve is not to be trusted by virtue of its physical
dimension is not, ât first, whorly accepted. At pains to defend

the multifaceted nature of the bond between himself and Eve, Adam

rebuts (however equivocally) Raphael's reduction of Eve to her

physical attractions:
For weII I understand in the prime end
Of Nature her th'inferior, in the mind
and inward Faculties, .1.

yet when I approach
Her loveliness, so absolute she seems
And in herself complete¡ so well to know
Her own, that what she wills to do or sêy,
Seems wisest, virtuousest, discreetest, best;
Atl higher knowledge in her presence falls
Degraded, hlisdom in discourse with her
Loses discount'nanc't, and 1ike folty shows;
Authority and Reason on her wait,
As one intended first, not after made
Occasionally; and to consummate aII,
Greatness of mind and nobleness thir seat
About her, as a guard Angelic plac't. (8.540-59)

In Adam's wonder at Eve's "Greatness of Mindr" he lauds something

like the integrated, super-rationar intelrigence which for
Kristeva is invorved in poetic discourse, "neither imaginary

discourse of the self, nor discourse of transcendental knowledge,

but a permanent gobetween from one to the other, a pursation of
sign and rhythm, of consciousness and instinctual drive,' ( 139 ) .
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Likewise, Adam expresses desire for a mind which is also an

expression of a body, a mind which is neither superior nor

subject to the body, but resists the hierarchies of mind/body and

man/woman.

Adam's language with Eve during the separation scene,

however, reveals how much it has absorbed Raphael's

structurations. hlhen Eve expresses her trust that God has given

them the means to support themserves in perir, asking " ... what

is Faith, Love, virtue unassay'd / Arone, without exterior herp

sustaj-n'd?" (9.335-6), her capitalizations of Faith, Love, and

virtue are poetic rather than idearistic. These terms are

basicarly abbreviations of "our faith, love, and virtue"; eriding
the first-person pronoun gives her question an even more succinct
and humble form.

rn response, Adam converts poetic elisions into pratonic

abstractions. Adam, like Raphaer before him, erects a hierarchy
between himself and his listener by claiming to have a privileged
vision of the world of forms:

God left free the lrfitl, for what obeys
Reason, is free, and Reason he made right,
But bid her well beware, and still erect,
Lest by some fair appearing good surpris'd
She dictate false, and misinform the hJill
To do what God expressly hath forbid.
Not then mistrust, but tender love enjoins,
That I should mind thee oft, and mind thou me.
Firm we subsistr yet possible to swerve,
Since Reason not impossibly may meet
Some specious obj ect by the Foe suborn'd. ( 9 .35 j_-6 j- )

His description is derived from some parting comments made by

Raphael: rr...take heed lest passion sr^ray / Tlny judgement to do
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aught, which else free t^Ji1l / hfould not admit" (8.635-6).

Unreferenced to any particular bearers, these idealized facultíes
are characters in a morarity p1ay. They can dramatize any lesson

the author chooses, with an authority against which it is
difficult to argue. It then comes very easy for Adam to play into
the identification of woman with the body he had previously

rejected, casting the Fancy and Passion as female, and thereby

redoubling his argument, imputing Eve's particular
susceptibility.

Adam subsequently places their love on a neo-Platonic

Iadder, arguing for their continued companionship on the basis

that "smiles from Reason flow,/1o brute deni'd, and are of Love

the foodr/Love not the lowest end of human life" (9.239-4t).

Shortly after, he offends Eve as he envisions different roles for
the wife and the husband for the first time: "The trJife, where

danger or dishonor lurks,/Safest and seemliest by her Husband

stays, /Wf:o guards her" (9.267-9). For the first time also, Adam

is characterized by the narrator as the "Patriarch of Mankind. "

Adam's final injunction to Eve is virtually a repetition of
RaphaeI's parting comment to himserf , invoking authority rather
than community, washing his hands of responsibility rather than

sharing it: 'tFor God towards thee hath done his part, do thine"
(9.375); as Raphael had said to him, "Accuse not Nature, she hath

done her part;/Do thou but thine" (8.56L-62).
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úlords Impreg'nd with Reason

Eve is thus thrust into isolation; as Lewalski says, "...for
the first time in Eden, dialogue has resulted in a false accord"

(236). Eve, given this impoverishment of dialogue with Adam,

attempts to establish it with the next speaking being she

encounters. Lewalski and Fish point out that Eve at first
sustaíns a vigorously rational ethical exchange. But, of course,

Eve's expectation of fair argument is misplaced: for the first
time, she is encountering irrationality camouflaged in reason's

forms: "the sound/Yet rung of his persuasive words,

impregn'd/Ì/ùith Reason, to her seeming, and with Truth" (9.737-

38). For Ever âs we have seen, reason's forms are as compelring

as its meanings. Rather than due to any deficiency in reason,

McColley suggests, Eve's actions are determined by her finely-
tuned sensitivity to the semiotic: "Eve's corruption is made

possible by the receptivity that is, like that of poetic

language, a rich virtue when rightry used" (1-09). The narratíon
shows how Eve is drawn in by the oratorical flourish of the snake

at least as much as by his arguments, as "with show of zeaL and

Love/To Man, and indignation at his wrongr/New part puts on, and

as to passion mov'd/Fluctuates disturb'd yet comely" (665-68).

This semiotic appears to be contagious: it begins to emerge

to a higher degree in Eve's own speech--as it does, according to
Kristeva, when ranguage is insufficient to experience, and the

speaking subjêct is "threatened by the colrapse of the signifying
function" (Desire 1-33). A highry arliterative and merrifluous
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poetic language results when she tries to make out the

contradictions being introduced between her past conceptions and

her present experience:

In the day we eat
Of this fair Fruit, our doom is, we shall die.
How dies the Serpent? he hath eat'n and lives,
And knows, and speaks, and reasons, and discerns
Irrational tiII then. (9.762-6)

Eve observes that the knowredge which wourd permit her to
evaluate the situation is that which is promised to her through

the forbidden fruit:
For good unknown, sure is not had, or had
And yet unknown, is as not had at aII.
In plain then, what forbids he but to know,
Forbids us good, forbids us to be wise? (9.756-59)

But this insorubre paradox arso transforms into a kind of
rhythmic nonsense. The termsr ês Eve puzzres over their proper

levers and correlations, begin to rose their bearing in the

symbolic--as words are wont to do when they are repeated over and

over.

In the heightened semiotic quality of incessant repetition,
to the point that the impossibility of singular meaning becomes

pressing, Kristeva craims that there forrows an improsion of
ideorogy: "this heterogeneousness to signification operates

through, despite, and in excess of it and prod.uces in poetic
language 'musical' but arso nonsense effects that destroy...
accepted beliefs and significations" (133). rt is thus in the

course of this incursion of the semiotic that structures which

sustain symbolic identity--hierarchies, binary oppositions--wilL
sometimes falr. stanrey Fish has posed the enigma that, "Despite
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her self-awareness, Eve falls to the reason which is not her law

in this one circumstance" (248); suggesting the possibility that,
in this one circumstance, Eve comes under the sway of a "law"
other than reason. His wording draws our attention to the other

Iaw which was defined in opposition to reason--"Sole Daughter of

God's voice"--the very extra-rational component from which the

commandment against eating the apple itself sprung. This

enigmatically titted "Sole Daughter" raises the possibility of a

creative, challenging, characteristicalty female agent, liberated
through the semiotic to subvert her "father's" patriarchal
prerogative.

There is a moment when, in the failure of her reason to
guide Eve through the symbolic rabyrinth of binary oppositions--
the opposed claims of wisdom and virtue, courage and obedience,

transcendence and patience, reason seems to give way to an appeal

to integration: "Here grows the Cure of aII, this Fruit
Divine, /Faír to the Eye, inviting to the Taste, /of virtue to make

wise" (9.776-78) . At this moment, the barriers between these

qualities dissorve: "what hinders then/To reach, and feed at once

both Body and Mind" (9.778-89 )-- with the fruit, Lf perhaps only

before she tastes it, being the "cure" to these divisions.

O miserable of happy

Empson describes Milton's account of the fatl as the "bad

effects" of a god who is too narrowly "legalistic,, (19), which

"can only blame (Eve)...for trusting Goodness rather than God
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(L80)"; the suggestion that there was some deeply rooted validity
to Eve's action is a perennial aspect of Paradise Lost criticism.
Such a validity utterly transcends Satan's involvement on the

scene, I would claim, despite the attestations of Romantic

critics that Satan is a "Iimina1 figure" offering a penetration

beyond the rigidity and hierarchy of God's regime (schwartz L9).

Satan's discourse does not suggest the possibilities beyond

symborism. with aporogies to Harold Broom, he seems better to
represent Kristeva's "rhetorician", whor ês opposed to the poet,

does not ínvent a language; fascinated by the symbotic
function of paternal díscourse, he seduces it in the
Latin sense of the verb--he "leads it astrayr " inflicts
it with a few anomalies generarry taken from writers of
the past, thus miming a father who remembers having
been a son and even a daughter of his father, but not
to the point of leaving cover. (Desire 138).

This cowardice is most clear in the way in which satan rigidly
clings to the evaruating tools of the symbolic. For instance, in
his seduction of Eve, he complains of a God who rewards virtue as

trespass, suspects good of evil and evil of good, and proposes

that justice abides in God even at the expense of justice:
l¡¡ilt God incense his ire

For such a petty Trespass, and not praise
Rather your dauntless virtue, whom the pain
Of Death denounc't, whatever thing Death be,
Deterr'd not from achieving what may lead
To happier life, knowledge of Good and Evil;
Of good, how just? of evil, if what is evil
Be real, why not known, since easier shunn'd?
God therefore cannot hurt ye, and be just
Not just, not God; nor fear'd then, nor obey'd:
Your fear itself of Death removes the fear. (9.692-702)

satan's discourse inverts binaries such as Trespass/virtue,
Death/Life, Good/Evir, with the effect that they are sustained
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rather than dismantled, as Eve sought. The product is rather

circular than emancipatory, turning its-own terms in on itself to
no real profit.

Satan's typical form of language, the soliloquy, has been

much described as that which is closed off to dialogic
insertions--"preclud.ing genuine interchaogêr', as Lewalski

describes it (232). Jun Harada defines soliloquy as "a closed

form in which one pursues oneself, never finding a higher

intelligence outside oneself" ("SeIf" 215). The paradoxes Satan

concocts in his soliloquies always end up ensnaring him: he

momentarily envisions the possibility of turning self-abasement

to grandeur by instituting himself as lord over evil:

Evi r oå' .noit*"t333ui"oï".iã.t3ïti..=.
Divided Empire with Heav'n's King I hold
By thee, and more than half perhaps wiII reign. (4.1_09-LL2)

Forgetting that he had observed a moment before that such

grandeur always lets him back down ínto misery:

l¡lhile they adore me on the Throne of HeIl,
tÁ¡ith Diadem and Sceptre high advanc'd
The lower stÍIl I faII, only Supreme
In Misery; such joy Ambition finds. (4.89-92)

The soliloquizing discourse, closed off to external challenge or

contribution, Iands Satan in an abyss from which he finds no

escape. In the course of confessing his misery, he can only end

up perpetuating it.
Kristeva, speaking of certain contemporary solÍloquy-like

modes of poetry, exprains why such forms of poetry arways short-
circuit themselves. Analyzing a certain Russian poet, she
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observes in his work an oedipal campaign against a symbolic order

which is often emblematized as the sun: "the poetic 'I' thrusts
at the sun--a paternal image that is coveted but also feared,

murderous, and sentenced to die, a legislative seat which must be

usurped" (Desire 29). This image of poetic rebellion strongly
resembles the scene where Satan, too, assails the sun for its
Iordly powers:

to thee I caII,
But with no friendly voice, and add thy name
O Sun, to tell thee how I hate thy beams
That bring to my remembrance from what state
I feI1. (4.31--9)

As Kristeva's example declares, much of the poet's energy in such

cases is wasted in grandiosity. This poetry is firmty rooted in
the individual êgo, "declaring itself poetry's sole interest."
And because the ego is fully bound to the sun's symbolic paradigm

of meaning and memory, "no longer rhythm, but sign, word,

structure, contract, constraint, " the campaign against authority
actually masks a self-destructive abrading of the self.

If Satan's poetry is particularly insulated from either the

insertions of dialogue or breakdowns of the symbolic, one might

say that this is because it reflects, generally speaking, not the

Kristevan paradigm of poetry per sê, but the Lacanian one. Ke1ly

OIiver, in Readinq Krísteva, describes Lacan's conception of the

psychoanalytic subject, with its Hegelian dialectic of mastery

and submission:

the subject is in a precarious position in relation to
the other Ultimately, it is a dialectical struggle
for recognition Th(e) specular relation, where the
subject can see itself only through the other, leads to
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an absolute rivalry with the other. The subject wants
to annihilate the other so that it might exist (37).

Harold Bloom's treatment of Satan-as-poet evokes linkages to
Lacan's incessantly solipsistic conception of the signifying
subj ect:

(L)ike the truly strong poet he is, Satan is interested
in the face of his best friend only to the extent that
it reveals to him the condition of his own countenance.
Such limited interest mocks neither the poets we know,
nor the truly heroic Satan Satan, in the accursed
strength of the poet, refuses to brood upon this, and
turns instead to his task, which is to rally everything
that remains. (21)

Satan's description of himself as being "thrustr/where neither joy

nor love, but fierce desire/Among our other torments not the

Ieast" (4.508-1-0), also suggests the purgatorial notion of desire
Lacan predicated; wherein, for instance, "the mirror stage is a

fight to the death where desire cannot be satisfied except by

moving on to another way of conceiving the relationship" (Oliver
38).

Kristeva has taken Lacan to task for propounding a totalty
deterministic conception of language, according to Oliver:

Lacan's theory... does not allow for nonmeaning or what
is heterogeneous to meaning or what is heterogeneous to
meaning within the realm of signification. Kristeva
criticj-zes Lacan for presupposing an "always already
there of language" that prevents what is heterogenous
to meaning--the semiotic--from entering signification.
(3s)

Lacan's purely symbolic formulation of language, which

necessitates that words harbour distinct and singular meanings,

helps to explain why Satan's rhetorical exercises are so

paralysingly static. Listening to oneself speak, one could only
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ever hear what one already knows. And even though Satan's

repetition and other erements of sonority affect Eve, given his
narrow focus on the hard-and-fast meanings of symboric language,

he is not available to the breakdowns of symbolic paradigms which

these semiotic rhythms have the potential to precipitate. Eve's

subversion of the patriarchal law is as distinct from Satan's as

Kristeva's view of language is distinct from Lacan's; whereas one

is driven by the insurgency of the body against the arbitrary
Iegislations of the symbolic, the other is driven by the

ambitions of an ego that seeks to master aII.

In solitude live savage

satan's lurking presence in the garden has the further
effect of drawing attention to the current of solipsism
developing within Adam's signifying system. Adam's falren
instinct, pararler to satan's, is to banish otherness from his
signifying system; in Book IX, Adam's speech, according to
Lewalski, tends similarly towards soriroquy, and in so doing

"takes on Satanic qualities" (239).

One can find Adam speaking alone in his prelapsarian
condition--for instance, when he finds himself born solitary into
the world:

Thou Sun, said T, fair Light,
And thou enlight'n'd Earth, so fresh and gay,
Ye Hills and Da1es, ye Rivers, tJoods, and plains,
And ye that live and move, fair Creatures, tell,TeII, if ye saw, how came I thus, how here?
Not of myself; by some great Maker then,
In goodness and in power preeminent;
TelI Rêr how may I know him, how adore,
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From whom I have that thus I move and live,
And feel that I am happier than I know. (8.273-282)

But this ostensibly private speech is actually intensely other-

directed: a series of plaintive apostrophes culminating in an

inquiry after his God. It is after Adam has fallen that hís

soliloquies acquire their solipsistic, other-escaping direction:
"O might I here, in solitude live savage, in some glade/Obscur'd"

(9.1-084-85), he pleads. Adam's most Satanic speech occurs, in
fact, just after HeII and Earth are bridged. The narrator
explains that Adam is speaking to himself to gain mastery over

his unhappiness, "in a troubl'd sea of passion tost / Thus to

disburd'n sought with sad complaint" (10.7L9-20). But attempting

to shuffle the valuative judgements which are ripping and tearing
at him always resultsr âs with Satan, in paradox.

In his soliloquy which begins "O miserable of happyl',

(LO.720-844), the misery which now traps him and the happiness he

was made for coincide as the contradiction he cannot dispel.
Looking for a liberating combination, Adam twines them around

each other in ways which are linguisticatly inventive but

ultimately extend his entangrement. rn one attempt, he praces joy

and pain in a relationship of economic exchange: "O fleeting
joys/Of Paradise, dear bought with lasting r¡roes! " (L0.74L-42).

This logic only leads to the futile conclusion that since he has

been shortchanged of joy, God owes him back his satisfaction; as

Adam did not request to be made, God should "render back/A1l I
receiv'd, unable to perform/Thy terms too hard, by which I was to
hold/The good I sought not" (LO.749-52).
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Like Satan, Adam finds consolation in various forms of
grandiose self-deprecation, deeming himself the absolute limit of

Iowness: ". . . is this the end / Of this new glorious Wor1d, and

mee so late / Accurst of blessed" (10.720-3). Adam similarly
consoles himself for the notoriety he wiII have among his
descendants by imagining that they will still surround him with a

parody of gratitude. Through his vision of himself as "thir
natural centre light/heavy" (l-0.740-1), Adam manages to imbue

even this mocking attention with luminosity.
The extremity of Adam's alienation from Eve is most

violently displayed in his demonization of her. With words of

surpassing cruelty, he fastens on her in a delirium of hatred:

"Out of my sight, thou Serpent, that name best/Befits thee with
him leagu'd, thyself as false/And hateful" (1-0.867-9). As

Kristeva explains, this demonstration shows nothing more than

utter dependence on its object to sustain the structure of the

self in the face of almost unbearable abjection. As a signifying
practice, demonizíng delirium is another, scapegioating measure of
preservation of symbolic identity; it "bridges the gaps between

Iife and meaning"; it "literally prevents one from going mad, for
it postpones the senseless abyss" (Powers 1-36-7).

His reconcilement seeking

In the face of Adam's increasing self-pity and acrimony, it
is Eve who manages to rehabilitate dialogue. Kristeva, in one of
her most unambiguously feminist statements, says that "it Ís
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probably necessary to be a woman (ultimate guarantee of sociality
beyond the wreckage of the paternal symbolic functionr õrs well as

the inexhaustible generator of its renewal, of its expanàion) not

to renounce theoretical reason but to compel it to íncrease its
power by giving it an object beyond its limits" (Desire L46).

Richard Corum, similarly, suggests how Eve, outside of the
patriarchal structure, has more freedom to innovate on its
institutions: "she can appropriate, however temporarily, the

father's prerogative to author her own life and circumstances,

and she can do these things over and against the self-castrating
and serf-ínfantali-zj-ng consequences of Adam's and Mirton's
obedience" (1-38). The suggestion that to some extent Eve

represents revolutionary potentialities that Milton himself could

envision but not embody has also been suggested by Empson:

"Milton drove himserf into a corner when he settred down to
imagine the Fall of Eve, and found the result profoundly

disturbing" ( 1-81) .

The kind of restoration of which Kristeva speaks requires a

canny self-deconstruction, involving the goodwilt and the

humility to give up one's most treasured images and formurae

which have been ossified in symbolic language and show others how

to do the same. Eve attains to this humility when she expresses

how she must first renew her discourse in order to resume

communication with Adam:

Adam, by sad experiment I know
How little weight my words with thee can find,
Found so erroneous, thence by just event
Restor'd by thee,
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from thee I will not hide
What thoughts in my unquiet breast are ris'n.

(LO .967 -75)

In part, this new honesty involves open-ended questioning: asking

questions which surrender themselves to unenvisionable answers,

whatever they may be.

Adam, for his part, has fallen into the habit of asking

questions but not waiting for answers:

O why did God,
Creator wise, that peopl'd Heav'n
h¡ith spirits masculine, create at last
This novelty on Earth, this fair defect
Of Nature? ( 1-0. BBB-92 )

His rhetoricar questions are then pre-empted with rong-winded

self-solacing and theorizíng, such as, in this case, a prophecy

of the conseguences of God's error by which Adam imagines the

misery which lies ahead for men, anachronistically universal Lzi-ng

his self-righteous stance.

But Eve's questions genuinely seek an answer from an other.
She raises scenarios at the end of which she sees no vista:
"forlorn of theerruli'thither shalI I betake me, where subsist?,'
(10.92L-22). Likewise, she intends to produce her appears before

God; to ask, but not to expect, mercy. This mercy, moreover, is
to be asked only for her partner, a further relinquishment: "And

to the place of judgement will returnr/There with my cries
importune Heaven, that arl/The sentence from my head remov'd may

Iight/On me" ( l-0.933-35 ) .

Eve's new discourse involves speculation as well as inquiry,
but with a purpose not to preempt questionlng in order to satisfy
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herself, only to stimulate dialogue--to bring herself and Adam to
a further point of scrutiny. Entzminger suggests that "red.eemed

human speech like divine iteration in the heavenly corroquy,
works to awaken judgement, to extend speech" (l-43). To these

ends, Eve provokes Adam through a moribund vision of the future
which would justify their immediate suicide, despondent enough to
arouse Adam's life-affirming rebuttal. The dialogic function of
her discourse is hinted at where the narrative suggests that Eve

stopped short in the course of speaking, "ended here t or vehement

despair/ Broke off the rest" (10.1007-8)/ ambivarent about

whether she is overwhermed by emotion or is ceasing at a point
which demands that Adam take things up.

Measured silences, careful gaps--ranguage is learning to
take into account complexity and a certain unknown dimension by

leaving space in itserf for the other. rt is notabre that Eve

receives her prophecy of the future in the form of a dream,:

indeterminate images which require a confident process of
interpretation--of firling in the gaps. Adam, on the ôtner hand,

receives his legacy for the future through Michael's wordy

lesson, not yet knowing, Entzminger suggests, how to rearn

"typologically"--that is to say, through images (20).

Eve's final speech expresses her particular gift of d.evotion

echoing the tenor of her first rove ryrics, but with its prayful
rhetorical sentimentality transformed into a desperate awareness

of her own incompleteness:

rn mee i" ,,å'u:i:"i"irlf;"tn3å'.o no,
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Is to stay here; without thee here to stay
Is to go hence unwiltingi thou to mee
Art all things under Heav'n all places thou.

(L2.61,5-618 )

Eve's speech is as lyrical as ever, with its hypnotic repetitíons
and assonances, but it is arso subject to a new kind of concave

meaningfurness, emptied out of its previous Renaissance

effurgence. she fashions a delicate shell of absence as she

describes how now, instead of Adam being the envy of alr the
stars, heaven is collapsed into the image of Adam.

As Kristeva says, such derealization of the world in
riterature expresses the revolution led by the signifier into
this new wirderness emptied of paternar meaning; in such a

wilderness,

The subject himseLf/is merery a subject: a provisional
accident, differentry reneÌ^red within the onry infinite
space where we might unfurl our loves, that is, theinfinity of the signifier. Love is something spoken,
and i-t is only that.- poets have always known it.
(Ta1es, 277)

Now the world is merery a metaphor for rove: as Kristeva says,

under the regime of the metaphor literature becomes ,'the

privileged place where meaning is elaborated and. destroyed, where

it srips away when one might think that it is being renewed"

(Tales 279). Adam signals his own involvement in this melancholy,

post-Edenic economy of absence with an expressive sirence,
reaving Eve with the f inat word as he "heard/üIerl preas'd., but
arrswer'd not" (L2 .625) .

Thus it is that the languages of paradise Lost form and

reform each other, creating a spiral of determination which lands
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Adam and Eve back where they started, in a situation of
interlocking mutuality and dialogue, but ever so advanced in
experience and time.
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Conclusion

One final question left open is: in a Kristevan reading of
Milton, are the first man and the first woman of Paradise Lost

representations of genuine, material genderedness t ot
metaphorical references to some doubleness in language? In its
general form, this is one of the most knotty controversies

surrounding Kristeva's analysis: her sex/gender distinction, as

Tina Chanter puts it. To what extent may gender be completely

abstracted from its material context, to become simply a model

for a universally shared experience of language development?

John Lechte, summari-zi-ng Kristeva's significance to critical
theory, points out that Kristeva has in some moments expressed

unequivocally that modes of expression are not specific to either
gender, pêr se; rather, "all speaking subjects have within
themselves a certain bisexuality which is precisely the

possibility to explore aIl the sources of signification, that
which posits meaning as well as that which multiplies, pulverizes

and finally revives it" (Lechte 204). However, such a clean

neutrality as to the availability of linguistic resources to
subjects of both genders is not maintained through aII of
Kristeva's writing, as he points out. rn fact, the way gender and

facitity with the symbolic and the semiotic dispositions line up

is contrary to what one would expect--contrary to the way they

have been identified with genders.

For, just as Kristeva has suggested that a woman might,

paradoxically, have the most flexible and therefore adept
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rel-ationship to symbolic language, some have found Kristeva to
have been particularly impressed by the mal.e writer,s ef forts to
express the ways and means of the semiotic:

IKristeva's] ideal model of a transgressive
subjectiviLy articulating it.self is a male who hasidentified with and t.aken upon himself the
represent.ation of a femininity woman can,t speak.
(Gros z L31,)

Perhaps this predicament arises because, from Kristeva,s view,
just as the woman is in the better position t.o unfasten and

innovat.e the symbolic, the man Separated by the distance of his
otherness is in the beLt.er position to structure the semiotic in
the sort of abstract form which would best suit Kristeva,s own

t.heori zíng .

Indeed, in the course of wonkingi on this thesis it struck me

that r was in the dubious position of trying t.o prove t.he

eloquence of a man aL conveying the excerlence of Eve, a woman

who has had, both in part.icularity and in the generality of her
gender, a great deal of trouble in making claims for'her own

position. This situation is uncomfortable because it places a

huge amounL of authority on the mal-e interpretation of
femininity, which could, externally, be compromised. by such

det,actrment even to ttre extent Lo which it is luðid and useful-.

Moreover, one's trust is hampered because t,he agenda behind the
interpretation is difficult to ascertain, given t,hat it is
impossible to confidently evaluat,e the po1iLical credent.ial-s of
an ext,remely ambival_ent, t.hree-hundred-years-dead figure
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like ,fohn Milton, âs Gayatri Spivak has recoÍtmended be done to
male avant-garde writers (Lechte 205).

But while the question of applying Kristeva,s ideas to an

unknowable male writer from the seventeent.h cent,ury is one which

taxed me, the fruits of applying psychoanalysis to t.he Lext--
which is far more available than the personage--should, however,

go part way to alleviat.ing this anxiety. Psychoanalysis, insofar
as it puts an interpretation on exorbitant layers of
signification, offers the opportunity to override the hegemonic

mat.erial det.erminat.ions and limitat.ions of a gender, and perhaps

avoid t.he rats' nests of agendas and int,entions. As Lecht,e points
out, in the course of psychoanalysís a multiple identifications
are floated up, which become an alternative basis of identity to
t.he one which is ost.ensible:

An unfamil-iar el-ement as an unsettling sL,rangeness,
then, might also become the basis of anot,her self . Or
rat,her, the self might become a kind of locus of aplurality of identifications which I make mine to
paraphrase Kristeva Difference thus becomes the
basis of the subject as an ,open sysLem' modifying
itself in light of new identifications. (Lechte 2]-6l

Psychoanalysing literature through t,he means of a theorist
like Kristeva is one way to produce an awareness in which gender

dissolves, not into utter neutrality, but into a kind. of
contingent massing, whereby the surface id.entity in fact hides

layer upon layer of other determinations, other--perhaps aborted,
perhaps l-at.ent--possibilit,ies. As Lechte puts it, "Kristeva,s
'third way' would see the ,very dichot,omy man/woman as

belonging to metaphysics' and, in particular, would advocate
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'aesthetic practices' which explore, and also construct, the

singularity of every speaking being: that is, a being who is the

outcome of a multiplicity of 'possible identifications"' (2O7).

By means of a little imagination applied to the text, John

Milton is revealed as carrying within himself suppressed

identities--like the grotesque who has absorbed his twin into
himself in the womb, and houses within himself extra digits and

organs. Such an image--admittedly another fiction--is what

permits the possibility of reading historical texts in a way

which can exceed the most rigorous definition of their material
contexts, and shatter the rigid controversy over whether Milton
r^ras finally a man's man or a woman's man.

Somewhere within this plural John Milton there would have

been produced a woman--in the forms of an identification so

radical it compricated his typical presentation as a bewigged

patriarch. Perhaps¡ âs Richard Corum has suggested, Milton's
woman was a repository for his utmost rebellion, given the

constraints c¡f his material identity:
considering how dangerous it was for Milton to hold on
to any part of his mother or of his older and
rebellious half-brother, and recognizing how burdened
Paradise Lost is with courage, caution, and various
confusions of sexuality and gender¡ hrê can most easily
gain access to the rival ideas of woman Milton has
permanently inscribed within t}:e father's idea by the
mechanisms of displacement and denial if we ask what
the principal woman in Paradlse I,ost represents. It is
this woman who stands in the text as Milton's iconr ês
a secret cache of nostalgic remnants of the excluded
other. (Corum L37)

HiIl suggests similarly that gender relations imply the

whole realm of power relations that would have occupied Milton as
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a revolutionary and heretical writer in seventeenth-century

England: "In discussing our first parents we must recalI what no

one in the seventeenth century would ever forget, the analogy

between marriage and state" (375). Milton's identification with
woman is therefore a component both central and metaphorical in
the kind of political and spiritual dialectic which his God makes

the due conclusion of human strife, in which "The world shall
burn, and from her ashes spring/ New Heav'n and Earth, wherein

the just shall dwell" (2.334-35).
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